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Come as You Are
Andrea Logan White appeared to have the perfect Hollywood life. Beyond the red 

carpet though, she struggled with the same lie that haunts so many of us: 
“I HAVE TO be perfect to be accepted—by God, by others, by myself.”

In her latest book, Perfectly Unfinished, Andrea tells her gripping journey of being 
an anorexic teenager, a Playboy Mansion guest hanging out by the pool, a naive 
new Christian, a stressed-out mom, and a co-owner of her own company — and 
how all along, God was fulfilling his promise to complete his good work in her.

If you struggle with a self-condemning voice that tells you only perfection will do, 
you’ll find grace and encouragement in the story Andrea is living out today. 

Perfectly Unfinished is an invitation to the wondrous mystery of God’s abundant 
love as the incompleteness of our lives brings us closer to him.

“Nothing fills the hungry heart like Infinite love and acceptance. Thank you Andrea for learning 
to love yourself, because in this discovery so many of your ‘sisters’ will learn to do the same.” 

–ROBIN GIVENS, Actress, Author

“Perfectly Unfinished is raw, real, and inspiring . With courage, strength and vulnerability, Andrea 
shares the struggles she endured and the freedom she discovered as a woman, wife and mother when 

she learned to fully surrender her life to the Lord. This book is encouraging and LIFE saving.” 
–ALEXA PENAVEGA, Actress

AVAILABLE Everywhere Books Are Sold, 
September 26, 2017 #PerfectlyUnfinishedBook

PRE-ORDER TODAY and Receive FREE GIFTS! 
Learn More at PerfectlyUnfinished.com

Belong Magazine is designed to celebrate 
the art and community of blogging,  
social media and entrepreneurship

In all that we do, our mission is to inspire women to use their passions for a purpose 
in creating and sharing authentic words, images, ideas and experiences virtually and 
off-line and to be life-giving and encouraging to others. 

It is our desire for women to know that they are enough, 
their voice matters, and that they have a place. 

They belong. YOU BELONG.

Our Mission

Brooke Saxon-Spencer
founder + editor

WWW.BELONG-MAG.COM
@BELONGMAG

FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR

My journey is not what I expected. I never 
wanted to work in hea lthcare, yet that is where 
I began my professiona l career—right there 
a longside my dad and my brother, work ing for 
the fami ly business which I stated I would never 
do (never say never!). It was sa fe and secure, or 
so I thought . The day the fami ly decided to sel l 
the hea lthcare business was l ike get t ing the wind 
k nocked out of me and not being able to catch my 
breath—in fact , I ’m st i l l  not sure I ’ve caught it .

Two years pr ior, my husband, three k ids and 
I had moved f rom the mid-west , away f rom my 
fami ly and the business , to SoCa l . I was able to 
br ing my job with me which a l lowed us to pay  
our bi l ls . We depended on that job. And then it 
was gone.

Yes , I panicked, and anx iet y and I quick ly 
became wel l acquainted, but I d idn’t let my fear 
dr ive me and my decisions—not a l l the t ime, at 
least . I took some t ime whi le we were winding the 
fami ly business down (and I was st i l l  being pa id) 
to ref lect , read, write , pray and to just be st i l l 
w ith this unk nown future wide open before me.

It was in these st i l l  moments that Belong was 
born. Of course, I had no idea what I was doing 
or how to star t a magazine, but it was clear to 
me that it was my next step. Af ter ta lk ing with 
a few other women about the idea , I went for it . 
I set a date for the Pi lot to release and worked 
backwards f rom there.

Today, nearly two years later, you are reading 
ISSUE 08. ISSUE 08!!! This seems absolutely 
unrea l to me, and I feel absurd ly blessed by the 
fact that you’re actua l ly reading this . 

There is so much more to my journey—
thousands and thousands of l it t le , indiv idua l 
steps—and what brought me to today. I share 
this snippet to encourage you to ta ke one step at 
a t ime—just the next step, f r iend. And then the 
next . And then the next . The path isn’t a lways 
clear, but you can ta ke just the next step in your 
journey. Today. Don’t wait . Own your journey 
and ma ke things happen. One step at a t ime. 

progress,  
not perfection

Correction White Quill Creative/@whitequillcreative was the photographer for the Covelle feature in ISSUE 07.
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Featured Finds

Slightly Subscription Box
starting at $10

slightlystationery.com

Mixbook Fully Customizable Photo Book
Starting at $15.99

mixbook.com

Bright Books
$25

shopbrightbooks.com/shop

Some of the items on this page may be paid placements for advertising purposes.
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Evy's Tree Heidi Dress in Navy
$89.95

evystree.com

Hayneedle Clear Arm Chair  
& Amelia Campaign Desk

$94 and $399.99
hayneedle.com
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https://www.amazon.com/You-Are-Free-Who-Already/dp/0310345529/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1501512113&sr=1-1&keywords=you+are+free
https://www.amazon.com/Beyond-Castle-Guide-Discovering-Happily/dp/031034705X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1501512100&sr=8-1&keywords=beyond+the+castle
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Overcoming & 
Becoming an 
Entrepreneur

I have two mental disorders. I am an entrepreneur. 
I am high maintenance. I am a middle child. I am really 
dramatic. Because of these things that I am, do you know 
how many times I have been told to get over myself ? More 
times than I can count. 

I used to think this was a mean or aggressive thing 
to say. It made me feel like it was alluding to the fact that 
maybe I was weak or that what I was going through was 
trivial and I needed to grow up and get a grip. Now, after 
11 years of battling my disorders and 4 years of running 
my own business, I have a different understanding of the 
phrase. It’s not so negative anymore.

In addition to all these things, I am also the creator 
of Listen, Lucy. It’s a place to express yourself. Freely. 
Creatively. Anonymously. To f ind comfort in seeing 
that you are not alone. I started this organization with 
the mission to make this world a less judgmental, more 
accepting place. I speak to middle school, high school, 
and college students, as well as to organizations, about 
my battle with Generalized Anxiety Disorder and Panic 
Disorder. My self-love social media campaigns have been 
featured on national media outlets, and I am determined  
to work until my organization ends the stigma around 
mental i l lness.

There are so many things that we can say are holding us 
back. There are always going to be reasons why we don’t do 
something, why we don’t think we can reach our goals. We 
need to get over that. We need to get over the fear and stop 
letting our shortcomings kill our dreams. We need to get 
over ourselves. But how? Let me share what I have learned 
so far.

ACCEPT YOUR FL AWS. 

We all have things about ourselves that we wish were 
different. We have f laws. We have things that we look at 
as weaknesses. It’s okay that you’re not perfect. Let me 

repeat that so it really sets in. IT’S OKAY THAT YOU’RE 
NOT PERFECT. Accept yourself for who you are. When 
you know your f laws, you can handle them in a better 
way. You can learn to appreciate them. Your f laws do not 
decrease your value. Your f laws are a part of what makes 
you unique. My anxiety disorder could definitely be seen as 
a f law, but without it, Listen, Lucy wouldn’t exist. I found 
a way to take something that was such a negative in my life 
and use to it create the most positive part of my day. Accept 
yourself for exactly who you are and celebrate it. Don’t 
waste your time wishing you were someone else. You are 
enough exactly how you are right now. Know that.

BE TOUGH ENOUGH TO DO THE WORK.

While growing up, you were taught you can be 
whatever you want and that you can accomplish whatever 
you set your mind to. I really couldn’t agree more with that 
-- but that doesn’t mean it’s easy or should be given to you. 
Being an entrepreneur is the most rewarding thing I have 
ever done; it has also been the most diff icult, challenging 
and draining experience of my life. Every other week I am 
struggling with if this was the right choice for me or if I 
should go back to the corporate world. That being said, I 
have been shown time and time again that this is, without 
a doubt, the right decision. It may suck sometimes, but I 
am passionate enough and tough enough to do the work. 
You have to be tougher than the fear and stronger than the 
doubt. You have to have the mentality that you will not be 
outworked. You have to understand that giving up isn’t an 
option. When you feel like you want to give up, rest. Do not 
quit. Becoming an entrepreneur will test you in a way that 
you didn’t even know existed. It will teach you what your 
pain threshold is, and you will learn that when you think 
you can’t take it anymore--you can. You can do it. You are a 
badass. You will not be outworked. Write that down.

by Jordan Corcoran  

DON’T LET FEELING OVERWHELMED GET TO YOU. 
LET YOUR PASSION DRIVE YOU. 

Everyone is busy. Everyone is overwhelmed. Working 
is hard and working for yourself is harder. I want to tell 
you something my Uncle Po told me when I was venting 
about how I felt like I couldn’t get it together. He said, 
“Everyone is busy all the time. But at least you’re busy 
doing something you love.” MAN. That hit me like a brick 
wall. How lucky am I to be doing something I believe in so 
much? How lucky am I to be overwhelmed by the success 
of something I am so unbelievably passionate about? SO. 
Be happy you are overwhelmed -- don’t let it scare you into 
submission. Organize yourself. Organization will keep you 
sane and will keep your head above water. Let your passion 
take the wheel. You were born to do this.

PRIORITIZE YOUR HEALTH AND PERSONAL LIFE.

When you start your own company, it is a 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week job. You can always do one more thing, 
send one more email, reach out to one more person. The 
list is never complete. When this happens, it is easy to put 
your personal life and your health on the back burner. 
This will catch up to you. Take some time every week to 
do something fun or relaxing. This will clear your mind 
and keep you healthy and focused. Nothing will ever be as 
important as your health; I promise you this. 

This past December, I was working like crazy and I 
really wasn’t taking care of myself. Late one night, I was 
getting my workout in because I was feeling so anxious. I 
was running on the treadmill when I felt like I was going 
to pass out. I tried to get my feet stable in time, but failed. 
I passed out on a moving treadmill and smashed my knees 
and face off of the tread, giving myself a concussion. It 
was terrifying and awful and set me back like you wouldn’t 
believe. I threw up and cried and slept for days. If I would 
have just listened to my body, I never would have had to 
experience that. Don’t let yourself get to that point. Trust 
me when I say it is not cool. Make the time to take care of 
yourself every single day.

SET GOALS—BOTH LONG AND SHORT TERM.

Every week, I make a list. On this list is what I need to 
accomplish that week, immediate things that need to be 
completed and what the goal of the week is. This list not 
only has my weekly goals, but my long term goals as well. I 
write out my dreams -- where I want to be in 5 years, what 
my wish list is for speaking engagements, who I want to 
meet through Listen, Lucy and how I plan to impact the 
entire world. These goals aren’t right around the corner for 
me, but they are along the course, and I need to keep my 
eye on the prize. They are there, in writing, every day and 
they keep me motivated to get to the boring stuff that could 
easily get pushed off to another day and another time. 
Being goal-orientated and ambitious is so important when 
being on our own. Know what your goals are and make sure 
you do something every chance you get to get you closer to 
making those goals a reality.

BE YOURSELF. BE AUTHENTIC. BE CONFIDENT. 

When I am presenting for a school, organization, or 
conference, I am exactly the same way I would be if you 
and I were having a drink together. I am authentic and 
confident and quirky. I am not polished. I say things like, 
“My mental i l lness sucks real bad.” Or, “Does anyone ever 
feel like they want to cut their legs off because the anxiety 
is just sitting there and you can’t do anything about it?” I 
also say things like, “I love Beyonce more than any adult 
should,” “I could eat an entire bag of family sized Doritos 
in one sitting” and, “other than my husband, pepperoni 
pizza is my real soulmate.” Now, this may not be for 
everyone, but it is who I am. If I got up there and read off a 
ton of statistics and used medical terms to discuss mental 
i l lness, it would come across as phony or disingenuous. 
The draw to Listen, Lucy wouldn’t be as strong as it was if I 
pretended to be someone I wasn’t. 

When you start your own business, and then again 
when you start to get some traction, people want to tell you 
how to act and what to do. My advice to you is to always 
listen to what they have to say, but trust yourself. I know 
for sure that I am not the smartest person in the world 
and that most of the stuff I do for Listen, Lucy leads to me 
winging something in some way, so I ask for a lot of help 
and I am okay with that. I want you to be okay with that, 
too. But, with that being said, don’t change who you are 
or what your mission is. Listen, Lucy is successful because 
I am able to be my true, authentic, weird and quirky self. 
I don’t do things I don’t believe in or do something that 
doesn’t feel right to me. I want to make sure that while 
Listen, Lucy is evolving, that I remain myself and that 
I stay confident with my decisions and who I am. Don’t 
let anyone tell you to be something different or market 
yourself a certain way if you don’t feel like it is true to you. 
Trust your gut. Say no if you have to. You are the creator 
behind your business. You know what will work. Trust 
yourself with this. I trust you.

These are tips that worked for me. They are simple and 
may seem obvious, but they are easy to forget when you 
feel like you can’t keep up. There are some days when I am 
definitely ready to throw in the towel, ready to rip up my 
list of goals and start putting my resume out there to try 
to get someone else to pay me to work for them. But then, 
I speak to a room of 600 people who are battling mental 
i l lness. I see my logo in front of thousands. I am asked to 
autograph my book that is proof of my blood, sweat and so 
many tears, and I am reminded that not only did I get over 
myself and become an entrepreneur, but I have crushed 
every single goal I wrote down 4 years ago. I have been 
moved to tears by people that Listen, Lucy has impacted. I 
have healed and grown and turned into this smart, secure 
business woman who feels like she could move a mountain 
on her own. I wish that same security and strength for 
you. I hope these tips inspire you to get over yourself and 
achieve. You have everything you need. You are smart 
enough, talented enough, creative enough, and tough 
enough. Don’t let anything hold you back from going after 
what you want. You got this. You can do it. You just need to 
believe it. 

LISTENLUCY.ORG   /   @LISTEN_LUCY

GET OVER YOURSELF: SIX TIPS FOR

1
2

3
4

5

6

Jordan Corcoran is the founder and author of Listen, Lucy an orgainzation with the simple 
mission to create a less judgmental, more accepting world. www.listenlucy.org
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The 
20-Something 
Entrepreneur

by Mariella Katz  
FRENZR.COM    /    @ELL AK ATZZ
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When I started my social media agency two years 
ago, I never imagined the challenges that would come 
along, nor the rewards, for that matter. Far along my 
university certif ication path came the idea of Frenzr-
-today, a Montreal and Toronto based social media 
agency that serves lifestyle brands across the globe--
but then, it was nothing more than an idea.

“How did you start?’’ is the question that I get the 
most often, and the answer isn’t much different from 
everyone who owns a company that they’ve started 
from the ground up: hard work. I was barely 23, 
working in my then ‘dream job’ as well as working to 
get my PR certif icate at McGill university and I saw a 
need. It was a need much different than I had seen in 
the advertising market (my field of expertise) and one 
that I clearly had an eye for. It was social media for 
small to medium businesses. Fast forward two years, 
and here we are. But enough about me! Let’s talk about 
being a 20-something and owning  
a company.

THE START-UP ACCESSIBILIT Y.

I’m not going to sit here and tell you about the 
countless incubators or programs out there but about 
the accessibility we have as 20-somethings into the 
entrepreneurship lifestyle. 

 Think about the worst scenario that could happen 
and you’d fail. What then? Not much right? You probably 
don’t have a mortgage, kids, various insurances, debt 
and all the other responsibilities that come with life. 
Right now, at 20-something, you have that freedom! You 
can allow yourself to work countless hours, build a solid 
company and therefore a solid future for yourself.

 
WALKING INTO THE MEETING ROOM.

 
Being in your early twenties while running a serious 

business isn’t easy. You’ve probably barely started taking 
yourself seriously and now you expect others to take you 
seriously too...a big step. For me, everything changed 
the day I walked into the f irst meeting with a potential 
client, four partners around a table in a chic gallery 
sipping espressos. One of the f irst things that I heard 
from one of the partners was, “So you are a marketing 
student,” and that’s where my age-shy era stopped. We 
did f igure our business out, and today they’re stil l one of 
my biggest customers, but I did have to stand up for my 
company and prove to them that my age has nothing to 
do with the quality of services that we offer.

 Since then, I’ve been trying to be a walking proof  
(as many other 20-somethings are) that age doesn’t 
define you, nor your professionalism, nor the quality of 
your work. 

 Always try to see your age as something positive. 
There are so many reasons why. Think about how  
up-to-date you are with all the technology, apps or  
all the channels you get the chance to feed from and 
others don’t.

 
REDEFINING THE INDUSTRY.

 
One of the best things that 20-somethings will 

have compared to more experienced business owners 
is the courage to redefine the industry. Why? Because 
we’re not biased by experience, standards or rules. We 
identify a problem, and we solve it in the best possible 
way. I remember when I was starting my company all I 
wanted was to f it in but quickly I realized that in fact all 
I needed was to STAND OUT and be as creative as much 
as I could with my own values and vision. Then things 
really took off.

 Being different is like having free advertising, isn’t 
it? You automatically stand out from the crowd. Don’t be 
afraid to reinvent yourself. If you don’t relate to who you 
are, how are others supposed to?

 In my experience, the better I felt about myself, the 
better my business did, too. There’s a lot of internal work 
you need to get done. Pursue your passion. Do it your 
way. Rock at every step while doing it. 

“The 
better I 
feel about 
myself, the 
better my 
business 
does. There 
is a lot of 
internal 
work you 
need to 
get done. 
Pursue 
your 
passion.  
Do it your 
way. Rock 
at every 
step while 
doing it.”

Mariella Katz is the president and founder of Frenzr, the social media agency with 
a lifestyle focus. www.frenzr.com

PHOTOGRAPHY BY VALERIE BESSET TE
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During a  
Slow Season

by Melissa Alam  

FEMMEANDFORTUNE .COM   /   @RINGTHEAL AM   /   @FEMMEANDFORTUNE

Whether it’s summer break or the holidays, it’s no surprise in the world 
of freelancing and entrepreneurship that customers and clients won’t always 
be knocking at your door--and that’s f ine! Take this slow season as a time 
to strategize and actually focus on you and your business potential. I keep 
an ongoing list of overall business goals and tasks I should accomplish for 
exactly this type of downtime. They range from small tweaks on my website 
to larger projects like looking for grants and funding–keeping me on my toes 
when I feel like I have nothing to do. Here’s a list of seven ways to keep your 
business momentum going during a dreaded client/customer slump. 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHEYENNE GIL

1

4

5 6 7

32

CREATE CONTENT. Some people 
pray for extra time in the day to 
focus on their business–so use 
this free time as a blessing. Look 
at the content you’re currently 
producing and see if you can create 
more assets, blog posts, marketing 
opt-ins, or resources for your 
community. Or maybe you can take 
this time to start a new project such 
as a podcast or video webinars. 
Make sure to create an editorial 
calendar and/or overall game plan 
and schedule things out for the next 
3-6 months to keep you busy. 

AUDIT YOUR WEBSITE. You’d be 
surprised by how much you could 
update on your site once you actually 
f ind the time. Update your plugins, any 
SEO title or alt tags on posts/images, 
testimonials from recent clients, copy 
on your about page…you name it. 
There’s so much you can do to bring 
your website up-to-date, so spend some 
time on giving your brand and business 
a fresh new cleanse. 

BEEF UP YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA . 
Ever fall into the black hole of 
Pinterest? (Raises hand…). Now’s a 
great time to update your Pinterest 
boards or share your own content 
(ahem #1) for extra traff ic and 
exposure. Or start curating and 
scheduling posts for social media via 
tools like Planoly, Buffer or Hootsuite. 
If you have your Instagram Business 
profile set up, you can check out your 
insights and see what type of posts 
receive the most impressions and 
engagement. Use the data you f ind 
out to your advantage during this 
downtime and sharpen your social 
media presence.

LEARN A NEW SKILL . Take your 
business and service offerings to the 
next level by learning a new skill. 
Look into online classes on sites 
like Skillshare, Brit + Co., Lynda, or 
Treehouse, read some new business 
books, or take some in-person 
workshops in your own city. Learning 
a new skill is such a great way to invest 
back into your business and it allows 
you to upsell clients once they do start 
coming in. 

CLEAN UP YOUR INBOX & 
DESKTOP. Computer running slow, as 
you have a million tabs and Photoshop 
files open? I know the feeling. Well, 
now is the perfect time to get your 
inbox zero face game on and backup/
delete your f iles on your computer onto 
your Dropbox or Google Drive.  
Check out Unroll.me–it’s a great tool 
to use to unsubscribe from all those 
random newsletters clogging up your 
inbox as well. Getting into a good habit 
of organizing your f iles now will help 
you kick off future clients smoothly  
and seamlessly. 

CREATE A FRESH NEW 
MARKETING OR BUSINESS PL AN. 
Chances are that you don’t have one, 
so why not spend some time creating 
an actual analysis and strategy plan 
for your brand? What new services or 
products can you add? How can you 
reach new clients? How much money 
do you need to bring in this year to get 
to your ideal sales goal or salary? What 
are your competitors up to and how can 
you one-up them? This slow season is 
the perfect time to get your business 
ready for when things do start to get 
busy. You’ ll thank yourself for the 
structure and goal-setting later. 

DO SOMETHING CREATIVE. Take 
this slow time not only to get your 
entrepreneurial mind and spirit ready, 
but also to re-energize personally. 
Ever want to learn how to salsa? Go 
learn! Go on a hike, start journaling, 
collaborate on a photo-shoot with a 
friend…whatever it is, use this time 
to discover new passions and give 
your brain a break from the business. 
Creativity and spontaneity are amazing 
for the soul and will only make you a 
better entrepreneur.  Trust me on this. 
There’s a beauty to a slow business 
season. It’s a time to ref lect, renew and 
grow. Treat the time as an opportunity 
to focus on you and what’s best for your 
career, and enjoy the growth you’ ll 
experience, both personally  
and professionally. 

SE VEN WAYS TO KEEP YOUR BUSINESS MOMENTUM GOING

Melissa Alam is the Founder & CEO of Femme & Fortune, a digital platform and creative marketing agency. She is also known 
for creating The Hive, the first all-female coworking space in Philadelphia, and as well as her yearly conference for women, 

FearlessCon. www.FemmeAndFortune.com
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The Journey to 
Happily Ever 
After

by Jody Jean Dreyer, 30-Year Disney Veteran
with Stacy Windahl

JODYJEAN.COM    /    STACY WINDAHL .COM

I’d wager a Mickey Mouse pin and two turkey legs 
that you’ve been to a Walt Disney theme park once in 
your life. Maybe twice or more. You might be planning 
a trip even now. In 2015, Disney theme parks worldwide 
welcomed 138 million guests. (That’s nearly half the 
U.S. population.) How do you explain why Disney parks 
attract so many guests? (And nearly twice the number of 
visitors to the next most popular theme parks?) 

I don’t claim to be the expert on much, but with 
three decades of experience around the castles of Disney, 
working in twenty-two positions at The Walt Disney 
Company, I have a credentialed opinion on this. And 
it’s pretty simple. Disney promises its guests and fans 
around the world the possibility of magical moments 
and a happily ever after for every story. 

Sprinkle that with a litt le pixie dust and, bibbidi-
bobbidi-boo, you have something our hearts are formed 
to seek. And while a trip to Disneyland or two hours 
with Belle and her beast might transport us for a time, 
the real question is how do we bring the magic of Disney 
into our everyday lives? Where’s the wonder in our daily 
routine? Can we even expect to discover magic there? 

Spoiler alert: yes, you can. Finding everyday magic is 
a journey that starts by understanding who you are. Are 
you a princess or pixie? 

PRINCESS OR PIXIE? 

During my tenure as head of Disney Corporate 
Synergy, the company began assembling our beloved 
princesses under a distinct “Disney Princess Brand” 
umbrella. That venture required a unanimous answer to 
the logical preliminary question: so what’s a princess? Is

Cinderella a princess? (Of course.) Is Belle? (Well, 
yes. By marriage.) So then, Tinker Bell…yes? (No. Not a 
princess.) I called the heated meetings where we made 
these determinations, the Princess Summits. And let 
me tell you, heated doesn’t describe the emotion of the 
exercise. Anyone who works at Disney is passionate 

about Disney princesses. Princesses are cherished—and 
they’re big business, too. Just a couple of years ago 
Bloomberg valued the Disney Princess Brand at over $5.5 
billion dollars. One writer has called it the “princess 
industrial complex.” 

Just as it was no frivolous exercise to differentiate a 
princess from a pixie or a fairy from a heroine, neither 
is determining who you are and what your purpose is. 
Resources abound to help you narrow your working (and 
evolving) sense of self. You can explore your natural 
strengths, the sources of your inspiration and those 
opportunities that feed or deplete you. Don’t short-
change the importance of that discovery, or spend time 
wishing you were a princess when you’ve been given 
wings instead. Go do that thing that Frederick Buechner 
says is your true vocation, “the place where your deep 
gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.” In the 
process you’ ll begin telling your one-of-a-kind story. 

YOU HAVE A STORY 

What I like to call story-telling, some people call 
brand management. Even the management of your 
personal brand. I have never been particularly fond of 
the word, “brand,” princesses notwithstanding. Maybe 
I’m unable to shake the memory of a meeting I once had 
with Roy O. Disney, Walt’s nephew. He once invited 
me to his off ice to talk through concerns he had about 
Disney’s absorption with branding. Once I arrived and 
settled in, he said to me, a twinkle in his eyes, “Jody, 
you know that branding is what you do to cattle.” In our 
conversation I learned more of Roy’s heart – that the 
idea of a “Disney brand” seemed ephemeral and wrapped 
in buzz, bluff and bureaucracy. Disney had a heartbeat, 
a story to tell, and a heritage to protect. At the 2003 
annual meeting, he addressed a crowd of shareholders, 
analysts and media explaining that Disney wasn’t a 
brand, but an American icon standing for “something 
real and meaningful and worthwhile.” He said Disney’s 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL A ANDREA PHOTOGRAPHY
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mission was to be “bringers of joy.” And in Disney tradition, that 
happens through great storytelling. 

I happen to believe we all engage in storytelling. Every day. 
Who we are is communicated and furthered through the stories 
we participate in and the stories we tell. So, tell a good story! 
Think about those things that matter to you and your story: 
the family you love; the nonprofit you support; the place you 
work; the business you own; the values you uphold; the faith you 
hold dear. Speak well about all of these, remembering that your 
actions may be your most compelling message. 

THE PEOPLE YOU LOVE WILL CHANGE YOU 

Moana (not a princess. A voyager heroine!) receives a message 
from her grandmother: “The people you love will change you.” 
Your story can’t exist in isolation. Every story has a cast of 
characters. Disney has assembled unforgettable casts, perhaps 
because they resemble our human experience. Do you have a Fab 
Five? Have you met Disney’s? They are Mickey, Minnie, Donald, 
Goofy and Pluto. Every story needs a kind, reliable friend like 
Mickey, an eternal sweetheart like Minnie, a fussy sidekick like 
Donald, a sil ly, clumsy Goofy, and the ever-present loyalty of 
a pal like Pluto. Did you know that the researchers have found 
that most of us, even if we number our Facebook friends into the 
hundreds, only truly rely on a much smaller group of around four 
friends. These are the friends with whom you share the heights of 
joy and depths of sorrow. Together, you are the Fab Five. 

And it’s not only these friends who will enrich your life and 
move your story along. There are others in our ensemble cast. I 
call these our fairy Godmothers and our f iends. Oh, those fairy 
Godmothers. You know the ones. Whether for a season or years 
of our life, these are the characters who swoop in to right the 
wrongs, or f ix what frustrates us. One of my favorites was a fellow 
cast member. Before Disney, she coordinated travel for the Los 
Angeles Summer Olympic Games. She knew a lot about turning 
pumpkins into planes. Whatever the emergency, she intervened 
to bring calm to crisis. Do have a fairy Godmother? Are you  
one yourself ? 

Much as we’d love to have a roster full of friends and fairy 
Godmothers, our story is too shallow without a f iend or two. 
Some of the best loved characters at Disney are villains. So 
beloved, in fact, that many are featured at our theme parks. 
And guests line up to meet them! I think that’s because Disney’s 
villains are sympathetic characters. What drives Maleficent to 
be the fairest, or Cruella to be the most fashionable, or Jafar to 
be all-powerful? Is it possible they are simply acting out of pain, 
fear, or insecurity? When I think of the f iends in my story I 
remind myself that most often it’s hurt people who hurt people. 

I remind myself also that most f iends aren’t truly villainous. 
They may be the gift we need to smooth the rough edges of our 
heart or the opposition we need strengthen our resolve. We can’t 
always pick the characters in our ensemble cast, but the ones who 
pose the greatest challenge might also be the catalysts for change 
and growth in maturity and grace. 

GET IN LINE 

Even with a dynamic cast of characters, your story needs 
some action. A story—a journey, begins when something 
happens. I like to imagine all of our journeys in terms of a Disney 
ride. Whether you like a leisurely journey through It’s a Small 
World (and leave with an ear worm for days to come), a more 

Consider what 
I call the “Cs” of 
communicating. 
Strengthen 
your story by 
communicating... 
CLEARLY – saying what you mean 

CONVINCINGLY – with excitement and genuine 
enthusiasm 

CREATIVELY – even with fewer resources than 
Disney, can you come up with a small idea to 
communicate a big way 

CONSISTENTLY AND COHERENTLY — aligning 
your actions with your words 

CONTAGIOUSLY – getting others to share your 
enthusiasm and speak on your behalf 

IN COMMUNIT Y – inviting the advocacy of people 
you admire and trust 

COURAGEOUSLY – owning and embracing mistakes 
as some of our best instructors 

TO CONNECT – understanding that your mistakes, 
and your pain, can be redeemed when you share them 
to connect with someone else. We foster completion 
when we boast about our successes. We build 
community when we share our struggles. 

adventurous ride through Pirates of the Caribbean, 
or an all-out, heart-stopping blast to the top of Space 
Mountain, these rides share one fundamental element—
an obvious but often terrifying f irst step: you have to get 
in line. 

Plain and simple with no way around it: you have to 
commit and get in the line. Isn’t that hard some days? 
It’s easier to step aside, avoid waiting and take a pass. 
We can waste a lot of time mulling our options and 
debating the best choice among (too) many. The root 
of the word “decide” tells us that to decide is to “cut 
off ” something. If you choose to go west, the east will 
be in your rearview mirror. Saying “yes” to one job or 
opportunity means saying “no” to something else. But 
let’s be clear. Over-thinking and worried pondering is 
a decision too. And, I might add that a kite can’t “reach 
the highest heights,” until we release it. We can’t know 
what’s “waiting just around the river bend” until we 
leave the shore. Once upon a time starts here and now. 

DON’T WISH AWAY THE WAIT 

What happens once we make the momentous 
decision to get in line? Trumpets sound? Bluebirds 
take f light? Well, at a Disney theme parks during peak 
seasons you may get in line and--- wait. We just can’t 
stand waiting. We get anxious. We sometimes want to 
quit. But here is what I know to be true of Disney and 
life, you never regret being all in. It took me a few years, 
but I realized that waiting in my chosen line gives me 
time to consider what lies ahead. Time to share with 
others the anticipation of the journey to come. Not long 
after the movie Frozen warmed the hearts of litt le girls 
everywhere, I took my niece, Curly, to visit with Anna 
and Elsa at Epcot. (Just us two. No one else wanted to 
brave the early hours and crowd. But, come on, Aunt 
Jody had to deliver!) Curly and I traveled before dawn 
to the park, entered at its opening, hightailed it around 
Mexico to Norway, and then…. we waited. For...hours…
we…waited. By the time Curly had her opportunity to 
hug her favorites from Arendelle we were all frozen. But 
just before we met the princesses my Curly said, “Auntie, 
I am sooo excited I can’t breathe. I might die.” I believe 
that moment was sweeter for the wait. So don’t wish it 
away. Some of my favorite Disney memories are waiting 
in line with those I love. 

ENJOY THE RIDE 

Having made your decision, soon enough it’s time 
to buckle up. So let’s talk about the harsh reality of my 
favorite roller coaster truth: “Without a hill, there is no 
thrill.” I admit to having a love-hate relationship with 
thrill rides. As I write this I can conjure up that pit in 
my stomach, that strange combination of no, I can’t, 
but I want to. We catapult to the f irst hill and the next. 
As I hold on tight to my partners in the adventure, I 
live—truly live, the magical moments in the highs and 
lows, ups and downs, hills and thrills, and everything 
in between. So as we say at Disney, store all of your 
personal belongings, buckle up, and hold on tight. And 
by all means, don’t be afraid to SCREAM! 

YOUR HAPPILY EVER AFTER 

If you stay in the Magic Kingdom after the rides 
close, until they roll up Main Street’s sidewalks, you 
might be treated to Disney’s Kiss Goodnight. It’s a 
musical farewell against the backdrop of the il luminated 
castle. A voice on the loudspeakers thanks you for 
visiting with the hope that your magical journey created 
memories to last a lifetime of a timeless place where 
dreams come true. 

That’s the secret and the source of the magic. And 
why Disney has a message for all of us. Your magical 
journey might include a day at a Disney park, but it 
begins with an inward journey of the heart toward the 
source of all that is good and true. That’s the adventure 
that matters, and the one that leads us to Happily Every 
After: day after every day, year after every year. Disney 
was the threshold for so much wonder, surprise, and 
delight in my life. But, friends, there is more to discover 
beyond the castle. 

Your ride awaits. Go! Enjoy it! I wish you every 
blessing in the journey to your own happily ever after.

You can read more of Jody Jean Dreyer’s story in 
Zondervan’s upcoming book, Beyond the Castle, A Guide 
to Discovering Your Happily Ever After. Available for 
pre-order now and for sale everywhere books are sold on 
September 9, 2017. 

Jody Jean Dreyer was a member of Disney senior corporate staf f for 30 years where she led worldwide synergy, headed Disney’s global 
outreach initiatives, and held various marketing positions before she authored her book Beyond the Castle: A Guide to Discovering Your 
Happily Ever After. www.jodyjean.com. Stacy Windahl is a wife, mother, MOPS mentor and freelance writer. www.StacyWindahl.com.
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1 LEAN INTO THE DISCOMFORT OF STRUGGLE

Although painful and daunting at times, there is power within the struggle. There was a point in 
my business when I felt that I had the most demanding clients. Despite my hard work and efforts, they 
demanded more, causing my spirit of perfectionism to go into overdrive. The more they demanded, 
the more pressure I put on myself to perform, causing anxiety, headaches, and stress. I didn’t 
understand. How did the pursuit of my passion now equate  
to stress?

It was from these moments that I learned the process of taking a step back, assessing the 
discomfort and struggle, and then leaning in with an open mind to see what lesson I could take away 
from the situation. In this example, I learned how to manage my clients’ expectations from the onset.  
I created a tighter intake process, and I re-emphasized the old adage that “not all money is good 
money,” in addition to realizing that “everyone is not your client.” This lesson alone helps me to 
cope when discomfort hits, and it helps to ref lect on ways to better my business and grow, not dwell, 
through the struggle.

Six businesses. Multiple awards. Press recognition. 
Pseudo-famous. The lists of achievements remain 
endless. On its beautifully polished surface, the 
accolades, tit les, and praises bid the perfect recipe 
for success. But let’s be real. What really comes with 
entrepreneurship at times? What can really lie beneath 
the surface? What are the things less glamorized? 
Sometimes its counterparts are anxiety. Stress. 
Loneliness. Worry. Insecurity. Even–depression. 

I’m no stranger to any of these, and neither are any 
of the other entrepreneurs that I have encountered on 
this path. My seven-year ride on the roller coaster of 
entrepreneurship has had plenty of  successful highs, 
but at other times an unwanted journey of dark lows. 
Sometimes I plead, “Can I exit this ride now?” But my 
passion within my inner being responds, “No.” 

After f ive and a half years of building my fashion 
business part-time, I f inally left the practice of law to 
pursue my passion full-time. Should I cue the f ireworks, 
pop the champagne, and gather the gal-pals for this 
extraordinary venture–because it’s going to be a glorious 
ride from here, right? I couldn’t have been more wrong. 

Frederick Douglass was once quoted as saying, “If 
there is no struggle, there is no progress.” I think that 
I speak for most of us when I say that we definitely 
welcome the “progress” portion, but when it comes to 
“struggle”, well…we can most certainly do without. As 
a newbie business owner, I struggled--with f inances, 
with work/life balance, with operations and systems, 
with perfectionism, and the list goes on and on. On the 
surface, these struggles screamed failure, but as I picked 
myself up and  continuously made my way through, I 
realized that it was within the uncomfortable nature of 
these struggles that maturity dwelled and wisdom was 
birthed.

But I was not alone. Along my trek I encountered 
other inf luential women who echoed similar sentiments, 
as you will see below. And while our journeys may 
differ, coping with the “ lows” within the process has 
proven that sometimes the victory lies within a changed 
mindset for growth.

 

COPING WITH THE LOWS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Finding Comfort
in the Discomfort
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by Leah Frazier
LEAHFRA ZIER.COM   /   @THELEAHFRA ZIER

GET TO THE ROOT OF FEAR & ERADICATE IT
 
Alexia Hammonds is strong--really strong. The founder of Pilates Live and the creator of 

the f irst-ever formalized Pilates Week is the epitome of fearlessness, yet she admits to coping 
with her fears through relentless determination. Fear is often discussed as a common “low” on 
the journey of entrepreneurship, and this high-achieving f itness powerhouse is no stranger to 
the concept.

“Taking Pilates Live to a new place and creating something big like Pilates Week took a lot 
of guts,” said Hammonds, following the conclusion of the f irst-ever Pilates Week 2017. “It’s 
never been done, and I knew if I failed, it would look bad in the Pilates community. Like any 
leader, I made a decision to let the fear of failing leave my mind in order to accomplish the 
goal. I’d rather get judged for slipping up doing something instead of watching someone else 
beat me to the punch on an idea—that fear could have prevented me from executing.”

While Hammonds recognizes “the lows” that fear can cause, she copes by taking a step back 
and visualizing the overall goal. “I confront my fears by stepping back to understand what it is 
that I’m really afraid of. Once I understand that, then I can create a plan to get over the fear to 
accomplish the goal. I think there’s power in truly getting to the root of fear so that it can be 
eradicated.”

VISUALIZE YOUR COMEBACK IN YOUR SETBACK

Saratta Reeves Murphy of Expressions Bracelets is a “faith not shaken” type of girl. 
Being completely grounded in faith is what has helped this accessories visionary withstand 
the toughest of tests. While often praised, the hand-stamped, hand-engraved jewelry 
extraordinaire has experienced her fair share of setbacks–one being a devastatingly drastic 
drop in sales that threatened her future. Although troubling, the obstacle allowed Murphy to 
develop a coping mechanism of hope, strategy, and goals for the ultimate comeback.

“A sharp decline in sales can cause an extreme panic attack,” Murphy admitted. “I 
instead focused on analyzing the data and coming up with a revised strategy to regain sales 
momentum. I quickly began to research every aspect of the business to try and determine why 
there was a dramatic decline.”

Through the desert of despair, Murphy focused emphatically on an intensive comeback. 
“I learned that I needed to market more consistently, create a stellar social media presence, 
craft a more consistent brand, and create an experience for my customer the moment they land 
on my site, up until the moment they open their purchased package. Implementing these new 
strategies…increased sales by over 50% over the past 2 years.”

Murphy may have been distraught during her sales drought, but active ref lection, research, 
and the willingness to cultivate new business tactics, created a roadmap for success.

As seen in the stories of Hammonds, Murphy, and my own—ref lection while in the 
struggle is crucial. In order to mature in business, it is necessary to endure the discomfort of 
the process from time to time. This uncomfortable atmosphere allows for you to implement 
change, reevaluate processes, and eventually grow. While these uncomfortable progressions 
can often cause pain, stress, and uneasiness, there is beauty in the overall process, which 
undoubtedly can make all of the difference. 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TWIGY POSTS
Leah Frazier is a leading FashionPreneur™. Leah recently founded a full-service content marketing agency,  

Think Three Media. www.leahfrazier.com
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From 
Working 

Mom to            
Biz Mom

Running your own small business is no easy feat. 
Neither is raising a family.  Now, couple these two with 
trying to f ind that perfect work-life balance, and you 
have quite the challenge on your hands. It’s a challenge 
that we face as moms, whether you’re stil l reporting for 
duty at your day-job or working for yourself from your 
home office like me. Nonetheless, we face each day with 
grace, creativity and total determination. 

So, if it’s so hard, then why did I choose 
entrepreneurship? The short answer: why not? Now, I 
wasn’t always a headstrong entrepreneur. I mean, sure, 
I dreamt about it in my teen years, dabbled in my 20’s, 
even went for a business degree. I did what everyone else 
did. I worked my butt off for “meh” pay and believed 
that was all that I was destined for. 

Don’t get me wrong. I’ve had some amazing work 
experiences and even more amazing coworkers. I 
gained priceless knowledge that has helped shape 
the mompreneur I am today. But I had a profound 
realization: my kids were getting older, and I was always 
unable to take time off without feeling guilty about 
missing work.

We can’t turn back time and get back those missed 
awards ceremonies or the many volunteer class f ield 
trip opportunities, but we do have a choice. (Yes, we do, 
and don’t believe anyone who says otherwise.)  I f inally 
stepped out and made a decision in my 30’s. I was ready 
to transform from “working mom” to “biz mom.”  The 
thing is, we have God-given talents and we’re destined 
for so much more than the mediocre. I’m only sorry that 
it took me so long to realize it.  

Today, I spend my time sharing my passion for credit 
rejuvenation and personal f inance with my clients, 
social media followers and anyone else who will listen. 
Making the shift from working mom to biz mom means 
not being afraid to be heard. It’s about realizing your 
potential and seizing those opportunities to better your 
fellow woman (or man) using your gifts. 

If you’re stil l on the fence, I’ l l share one last 
thing: being a mom makes us the MOST qualif ied 
entrepreneurs. Here’s why:

Don’t believe the stigma that says women should 
be home wiping boogers and butts all day. Start your 
biz. Involve your kids in every aspect (okay maybe not 
the actual client calls). Teach them what you do, how 
you do it and why you do it. Leave them a legacy of 
entrepreneurial knowledge that no one can ever take 
from them and inspire them to be leaders.  

by Alma Garcia-Tuia
MYSAV V YBUDGET.COM   /   @MYSAV V YBUDGET

We have the ability 
to 1. Work amazingly 
under pressure 
aka screaming 
toddler tantrums 
2. Our negotiation 
skills are on point 
aka getting kids to 
eat their veggies 3. 
Unmatched creativity 
aka whipping up a 
full-on meal for the 
family with only two 
ingredients
4. All while loving 
unconditionally! 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RACHEL ROUHANA Alma Garcia-Tuia is a Credit Rejuvenation Pro and a Budget Makeover Genius at her 
online business www.mysavvybudget.com .
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SEO by Dannie Fountain
DANNIEFOUNTAIN.COM   /   @DANNIELYNNFOUNTAIN

is a Journey, 
not a Destination

If you know anything about me, you know that I’m a bit of a wanderer. 
I’ve been to nearly 40 countries in my lifetime, f ly on average 10,000 miles a 
month, and I literally live out of a suitcase. If there’s one thing I’ve learned 
from all these adventures, it’s that life isn’t about the destinations. It’s about 
the journey. The places I never thought I’d want to go to ended up being 
some of the best experiences of my life. 

Believe me, I get it…right now in your business you know you have 
something valuable but you don’t know how to get the word out to people 
who don’t know about you. You can tell people about it via conversation 
(elevator pitches, networking, in person interactions), you can share about 
it on social media, and you can blog and talk about it to help it get found 
online. You’re hungry for the destination - the sales, the clients, the results. 
But what’s getting lost in translation is the journey to get there. 

There are literally dozens of ways to market what you make or do, but a 
tried and true resource that you should be leaning on is your on-site SEO. 

FIRST, A COUPLE DEFINITIONS.
• Search Engine Optimization (SEO): Key driver of cold website 

traff ic (also known as the way to get people you don’t know to f ind 
your site and visit it). 

• Google Analytics: A freemium website analytics tool that tells you 
how people f ind you and why they stay.

Next, let’s talk about f ive steps you can take to make sure your  
SEO works. 
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MAPPING THE TRIP

The Google Search Console will be your key 
tool for getting started with SEO. This tool tells you 
whether or not Google is able to f igure out what’s on 
your website and whether or not you’re using the right 
keywords to attract your ideal clients  
and/or customers.

How to Use: Head to Google Webmaster Tools 
(www.google.com/webmasters), add your website (and 
create an account), walk away for 3-5 hours so the 
Console can populate with your data (this may take up 
to 24 hours, depending), then dive right in!

You’re probably pretty unsure of what you’re 
looking at, and that’s okay. There are a few different 
options within the Console: Dashboard, Search 
Appearance, Search Traffic, Google Index, Crawl, 
Security Issues, and Other Resources. Your dashboard 
is your resource for a quick overview of your site’s 
viability. Google will point out any glaring issues 
here. Search Appearance is as it sounds; this is the 
section where you help Google f igure out how to talk 
about your website in search results. Search Traffic 
is also as it sounds; this is where you’ ll f ind out what 
words people are searching when they come to your 
site (and we’ ll be using this in Step 2). Crawl is where 
Google lets you know the details of any problems it 
found while preparing your site to be shown in search 
results. Security Issues is where Google will let you 
know if there are any malware issues on your site. 
Other Resources is as it sounds; more information 
you might need.

FIND YOUR DREAM DESTINATION

Are you really who you say you are? Google Search 
Console will also tell you what people are searching 
when they f ind you and click through  
what words that your customers and clients most 
resonate with.

How to Use: Do the keywords you’re getting found 
for match the keywords you WANT to be found for? 
Do they highlight gaps in your messaging? Do they 
shine a light on missed opportunities?

This is the time to dive into the Search Traffic 
section and figure out how people are f inding you. If 
you’re coming up in a search for “tax preparation” but 
you’re a photographer, that means that there are some 
keyword issues on your site--you may be talking about 
taxes more than you are about photography! Make a 
list of the keywords you’re being found for that you 
want to keep. Then head on over to Google’s Keyword 
Planner to determine other relevant keywords you 
could focus on ranking for. You’ ll then want to make 
these words a priority when writing blog content and 
updating the copy on your site. But don’t over-do it; 
too many keywords is just as bad as not enough. 

“Life isn’t 
about the 
destina-
tions.  
It’s about 
the journey. 
The  
places 
I never 
thought  
I’d want  
to go to  
ended up 
being some 
of the best 
experienc-
es of my 
life.” 

PACK FOR THE ADVENTURE

Connect the dots between who you are and who the 
internet thinks you are.

How to Use: Review your headers, blog tags, and blog 
categories to make sure they match what you want to be 
found for online. Check your page tit les to make sure they 
make sense. Check your copy--is it consistently longer than 
300 words per page? Do you gently pepper in the keywords 
you want to be known for in a way that f its authentically with 
the text therein? Do you use alt text? Are you optimizing 
your page slugs?

If you’re on Wordpress (or ShowIt with a Wordpress blog), 
this is when you’ ll want to start using Yoast (a plugin made 
for making SEO simple). If you’re on Squarespace or other 
platforms, you’ ll need to do a lot of this work manually, but 
that’s okay too! Headers, blog tags, and blog categories are all 
things you’ ll handle within the post--are you formatting the 
post to have headers and body text, are you giving the post 
just one category and one or two tags? Alt text is the text you 
assign to a photo when you add it to the post. Page slugs are 
anything that comes after “www.yoursite.com/”, for example 
“/why-seo-matters.” You’ ll want to change your page slugs 
from the traditional default (which is usually the date and 
then the tit le--“/2017/05/15/why-seo-matters”) to something 
much nicer, like the previous example. 

HIT THE ROAD

Now that you’ve packed your site, tell Google about it.
How to Use: Use plugins like Yoast to make sure you’ve 

optimized your meta descriptions (and everything else!). 
Check Google Search Console and f ix crawl errors. Submit an 
updated sitemap  
to Google. Make sure you have a Google My  
Business listing.

This step might be the easiest yet. Go into Google Search 
Console and click Crawl > Sitemaps > Add Sitemap. Follow 
the steps provided, and Google will go index every page 
on your website! You’ ll then need to f ix any errors that 
pop up, but after that you can rest assured that Google is 
aware of every page on your website. Next, make sure you 
have a Google My Business listing by visiting google.com/
mybusiness. 

CELEBRATE THE JOURNEY

You know the saying, “ journey not destination.” SEO is 
an ongoing process–now that you’ve made sure everything 
is on the right track, it’s up to you to make sure it stays that 
way. Continue using tools like the Search Console, Google 
Analytics, and Yoast (if you’re on Wordpress). Know that 
your keywords will likely evolve over time and that’s okay. 
Just make sure they align with your business needs.

4
5

3

SO, STEPS ONE THROUGH FIVE.  
WHAT NEXT? 

Think about the before—you were 
focused on “fixing” your website without 
a clear direction. You were trying one 
size fits all solutions. You were sharing 
messages that you thought your 
customers wanted to hear without 
being sure what they actually 
thought. Now think about the 
after, once you’ve taken action 
using these five steps. You’re 
focused on what makes you 
different and how people find you. 
You’re claiming the skills that make you 
the best choice for the job, rather than 
just another choice. You’re highlighting 
the benefits your customers care about 
instead of the features you think are 
important. 

Dannie Lynn Fountain is a marketing and business strategist for creative entrepreneurs. Dannie is 
also the author of three books on entrepreneurship, a regular speaker on strategy worldwide, and a 

digital nomad. www.danniefountain.com
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Introvert-preneur
by Roniece Wright THEINTROCREATIVE .COM   /   @THEINTROCREATIVE

Imagine trying to struggle between who you are and 
the goals you want to accomplish in life. I’d be lying if 
I said the journey to embracing my introversion as an 
online creative was easy. I’d be lying if I said I’ve always 
fully embraced my introversion as a person, in general. 
I haven’t. 

Growing up, it made me nervous to be in big crowds 
of people, or even small groups. I enjoyed being in my 
own company and sitting in my room–alone. I always 
thought I was just weird or antisocial. There goes that 
word–antisocial. People always seem to assume that 
introverts hate people or just simply don’t want to be 
around them. It wasn’t that I didn’t want to be around 
people, I just didn’t know what to say or do around them. 
This transferred from everyday life into the online space 
when I started my first legitimate blog. 

As crazy as it sounds, I had absolutely NO intentions 
on showing my face no matter how big this blog started 
to get. I had no intentions on having people even 
know my name. I just wanted to share my thoughts, 
information, and expertise with the world. I thought to 
myself, “It doesn’t matter, right? Who really cares about 
what I look like or who I am?” If I’m being completely 
honest, nobody did care–until I tried to monetize. 

I f igured I would be a coach, considering my passion 
to work one-on-one with others to reach their specif ic 
goals. Can you imagine how it looks to a reader when 
you’re basically asking them to pay you for a service 
and they don’t even know who they’re buying from, 
who they’ ll be speaking to, and never be able to hear 
your voice or see your face? Needless to say, I got 
ZERO clients the entire time I tried to hide behind my 
computer. Why? People didn’t trust me. 

People don’t buy from businesses or brands, they 
buy from people. My business was not a person to my 
audience, I was just a resource for information. All it 
took was words to see that my expertise was valid, but 
actually investing money into me online? They couldn’t 
trust me because they didn’t know me. 

This was such a diff icult time for me as an introvert 
and as a new business owner because I had to struggle 
between who I was and the goals that I wanted to 
accomplish. I wanted to be successful in my online 
business, but people needed to see me in order to better 
humanize my brand, increase sales and grow my traff ic. 

I was stuck. I felt worthless to my audience because 
I couldn’t shake my introversion in order to properly 
serve them. If we’re being honest, I was also bummed 
about the amount of money I could be making had I 
just stepped out from behind the computer and took 
this leap. But I realized something: this had absolutely 
nothing to do with me. This was about the people I 
served with every blog post, e-book, or coaching session. 
They needed me. 

My clients are usually people who have been 
struggling with confusion and guidance in their craft 
and/or business for quite a while. My entire passion was 
to help them finally get their business off the ground, 
get total clarity and start communicating with their 
audience. I wanted to be the person to help them do that.

So, I got my first round of professional headshots 
done, placed them on my website and shared them on 

my social media (SUPER nerve-racking). I also did my 
very f irst live workshop, broadcast and recorded my 
first podcast episode. So, there I was, waiting for my 
audience’s feedback. Honestly, it was like waiting on 
getting your grade back for a test you don’t know if you 
did well on. I needed verif ication from my audience that 
I had passed. 

That very same day, my traff ic went through the 
roof. I got a ton of compliments from my audience, 
multiple positive text messages from biz friends 
who knew how hard this had to be for me, a spike in 
subscribers and an increase in sales. 

No, this wasn’t about having a bunch of people 
tell me I’m pretty. It honestly had nothing to do with 
insecurities of myself or my looks. It was about the 
virtual room that I had to walk into when presenting 
myself to my audience as me–not my business. I had 
always assumed it would be a room full of silence with 
everyone discussing the big, white elephant in the room–
me being the elephant–but instead, I was greeted with 
open arms, virtual hugs and heartfelt kind words!

As contradictory as it may sound, my audience 
needed to SEE me, but they didn’t care what I LOOKED 
like. They wanted to HEAR me, but didn’t care what I 
SOUNDED like. They just wanted me, as I am. 

My journey with introversion was never about 
trying to “break out” of it or try to get away from it 
(which is the advice extroverts tend to force upon us). I 
love being an introvert. Because of this characteristic, 
I am comfortable with being alone, but can be deeply 
connected to others when I want to or need to be. I am 
empathetic, which truly helps me to understand my 
audience and clients when they are expressing their 
struggles and setbacks. I am intuitive. I am creative. I 
am driven. I am extremely in tune with my emotions and 
innermost thoughts. I am very observant of others. 

I realized that I didn’t need to change who I was to 
get where I wanted to be. I just had to learn how to make 
my introversion work for me. Do I know that live video 
is taking over the online space? Yes, but I don’t push 
myself further than I mentally can go. Although I do live 
workshops or broadcasts, I spread them out sparingly so 
that I don’t get overwhelmed. Although I have coaching 
calls, I spread them out to about 2-3 per week so that I 
don’t get creatively and mentally exhausted. 

I will never be in the business of trying to force 
introverts out of their shells. It’s sort of impossible, and 
to be honest, you may end up truly harming us mentally 
if you try to do so. I teach creative introverts how to stop 
believing the myth that you have to be, or pretend to be, 
an extrovert to “make it” in an online business. I teach 
them how to be proud of being an introvert, network 
with other creatives, communicate with their audience, 
and be successful in their online business without all 
of the constant exhaustion and pressure that the online 
space forces on our shoulders. 

Be you. Educate your audience on who you are to 
help them understand you better. Introvert your way 
into your audience’s heart. It’ l l be a hard journey to 
adjust to, but as introverts, we often take the road less 
traveled by anyway. You were built for this! 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KRISTIN VERMILYA

Roniece Wright is a Content Marketing Strategist and founder of TheIntrocreative.com.
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The Branding 
Journey

by Emily Slessinger
BLOOMTHAT.COM    /    @BLOOMTHAT

USING VISUAL PERSPEC TIVE TO FIND YOUR BR AND

Creating a company is one thing. Building a brand is 
a different story. A company sells to its customers, and 
the takeaway is transactional. A thoughtful brand blends 
messaging, voice and design into a cohesive identity 
to build an ongoing relationship with an audience. 
Consumers become loyal to brands not just because the 
product is great, the logo is pretty, or the copy is clever, 
but because as a whole, it ref lects something inside 
them. This ability to build a thoughtful connection and 
relate on a personal level sets companies trying to make 
a sale apart from brands that strive to make an impact.

A strong brand doesn’t happen by chance. 
Thoughtful experiences are imagined, built, cultivated, 
fought for and defended. As you explore your own 
branding journey, here are some tips for the road ahead.

Emily Slessinger is the VP, Brand at BloomThat. www.bloomthat.com
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NO > YES

Simply put, editing is key. As the brand 
grows and evolves, it’s important to 
revisit your DNA as the f ilter for brand-
first direction. At BloomThat, several 
members of our Brand Marketing 
team previously worked on advertising 
for Apple, learning f irsthand the 
importance of editing and getting 
comfortable saying no more than yes in 
defense of the brand. Now, in reviewing 
creative work and even evaluating 
larger team priorities, this process of 
editing helps us maintain laser focus, 
alignment and brand integrity.

The evolution of every brand is unique 
but starts with a solid foundation. 
Spend time understanding who you 
are and laying out the building blocks 
of your DNA as this will serve as 
your north star and guiding light. 
From there, it’s a journey in seeking 
inspiration, self-discovery, making 
mistakes, learning, iterating and 
improving along the way.

Enjoy the ride…and most importantly, 
have fun! 

1 4
52

3DEFINE YOUR DNA

The building blocks of any brand 
are its DNA, which includes vision, 
positioning, personality, and values. 
Defining these elements is key to 
a strong brand strategy, providing 
direction and paving the way for a 
brand-first company.

Whether you’re building from the 
ground up or working through a 
rebrand, it’s important to consider how 
your DNA will be represented through 
design. A strong visual identity can 
work hard to support and even help 
define a unique brand experience.  
But before developing your aesthetic, 
it’s important to establish the building 
blocks as this will ensure your visual 
identity is aligned with your DNA  
as well as brand, marketing and 
company goals.

WHAT’S THE STORY?

Creating a great brand goes beyond 
just a strong visual identity–it’s also 
ref lected in personality and tone. This 
is brought to life in your story. The 
story is what helps makes your brand 
unique, interesting and dynamic. It 
creates a conversation and builds a 
relationship, resonating on a deeper 
level with your audience. A story is 
equal parts what you’re saying and 
how you’re saying it. To build a strong 
brand personality, story and design 
work together cohesively, supporting 
each other to create the overall look, 
feel, and tone defined in your  
brand DNA. 

KNOW YOUR STRENGTHS

Developing a visual identity is 
sometimes the easiest place to begin 
(lots of inspiration) and the most 
overwhelming (lots of inspiration).

To start, think about the strengths 
of your product or experience, and 
consider how the story can best be 
told from a design perspective. A 
helpful exercise is to storyboard the 
touchpoints customers have with your 
brand so you can create a list of design 
needs and ensure visual consistency. 
This can also help to determine what 
style of design works best for different 
content/media. 

At BloomThat, we utilize both 
photography and illustration to tell 
particular parts of our story across 
different channels. With photography, 
for example, we change lighting and 
backgrounds to suggest different 
moods and seasons to compliment 
the f lowers. We utilize color stories 
(i.e. similar colored props/product 
on similar colored backgrounds) to 
highlight shape, texture and lighting. 
Shots are composed and cropped based 
on how and where the content will live. 
In addition to props, we use people 
in specif ic campaigns to provide a 
human element, which creates a more 
casual tone, as well as demonstrates 
relationships and communicates 
setting. Separately, i l lustrations can be 
a helpful and ownable tool when a more 
literal form of communication may be 
needed. For example, we found that 
line drawings describing our unboxing 
experience were an informative, yet fun 
way to let customers know how to care 
for their blooms upon arrival.

CONTENT STRATEGY…GO!

A content strategy represents the 
way your brand is brought to life. 
While it’s important to maintain a 
strong thread of visual consistency 
across executions, content should 
also be designed and created for the 
specif ic channel. For example, a social 
campaign should feature content that’s 
developed to look and feel native to that 
platform, not copied and pasted from 
an email campaign. The best content 
is developed to leverage the strength 
of the particular channel where it will 
live, while remaining true to your 
visual identity and brand personality. 
Your DNA and style guides serve as the 
overall foundation and filter, ensuring 
design and tone are preserved across 
different campaigns and executions 
as your brand lives in different 
environments.

Also, approach your content strategy—
and especially your creative and design 
work—with agility. Don’t be afraid 
to try several ideas and improvise. 
Oftentimes, the best ideas are born out 
of iterating upon the original plan.
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In Los Angeles, on Catalina Avenue, I saw rusty 
porch swings. I saw the dirty bar down on the corner, 
the chain-link fence down the street, the ocean just 
blocks away, but would you look at that garbage can 
overf lowing onto the pier? Ugh.

In the Midwest, on Bent Hollow, I saw a dying 
father-in-law in a hospice bed. I saw childhood sheets. 
I saw bankruptcy, failure, midnight crossword puzzles, 
and the occasional cheerful houseplant.

And now, on Winterfield, in this gloriously 
imperfectly perfect home, I see everything. I see how 
blue chalk marks on white walls can make you smile one 
day and drive you mad the next. I see that this is okay. I 
see that this is good.

I see that this is not perfect.
And I see that it is perfect, that everything is as it 

should be, that all is accounted for, that the imperfection 
lies only in my perspective.

I see that a messy pantry is cause not for a 
reorganizational purge but a prayer of gratitude for 
plenty. Nourishment.

I see that a sink full of dirty dishes presents not 
a mindless chore but lingering evidence of a gift. 
Community.

I see that overturned glitter in a toddler’s bedroom is 
not a personal affront, an intentional interruption in my 
day, but a child ’s attempt to capture beauty. Creativity.

And I see that when I miss the mark, when I fail to 
see these gifts as gifts and see them as a long list of daily 
defeats, this is okay too.

A speck of dust in my eye, that’s all.
(I blame the glitter.)
It takes work to change your perspective, work that is 

not easily done when you’re looking everywhere else.
Once when I was a kid, my grandparents took me to a 

mall with a merry-go-round in the center. My sisters and 
cousins, fueled by sugary ice cream, piled onto circus 
animals—decorated elephants, costumed horses, clown 
cars. The music began; the carousel blurred.

I grew sick after the f irst orbit as I watched the 
crowds, the masses, the faces all become a cloud of 
oblivion. I dizzied, and I rested my head on the jeweled 
camel to my side.

My cousin Maria shouted over the pouncing tiger 
she’d saddled, “Just focus on one point! Look at the 
center!”

This is hard to do today. It is hard to focus on one 
point when there are a million faces in your crowd. 

There are hundreds of friends, acquaintances, colleagues 
on your Instagram feed sharing their own bejeweled 
camels, their own painted donkeys. The big tent looks 
brighter from the outside. And have you seen that three-
ring circus cake on Pinterest?

It is enough to make you lose your focus. It is enough 
to dizzy us all.

It’s a fear of missing out on things, perhaps. What 
if we’re going through life—in the carpool lane, at the 
grocery, on a conference call—with what we think is 
our signature lip shade of Brambleberry Stain when, in 
fact, all along we’re meant to be a Rose 04-L? What if 
the reason no one else seems to have gigantic suitcases 
under their eyes is because they’ve all discovered the 
magical tightening serum on clearance while we’ve been 
distracted by the cucumber exfoliant?

On paper, and on a good day, I know these doubts 
to be sil ly and trivial and enormously vain. But in my 
head, on a bad day, with wet hair and an empty coffee 
cup, when my toddler is playing bongo drums on my rear 
and I can feel the jiggle-jiggle, the sil ly and trivial and 
enormously vain seeps in and I jot down a mental note to 
peruse Amazon reviews for Spanx.

You simply cannot imagine the frustration this 
causes my husband, Ken. He will do the good and worthy 
work of offering me a compliment on my latest skin 
regimen—Yes, your chin does seem to be clearing up!—
and then, two weeks later, I’ve switched up the routine 
and there is a Mount St. Helens right there on my nose.

“Why mess up a good thing?” he asks.
“Because I wanted to try out a better thing,” I reply.
My house is not perfect. Your house is not perfect.
Our lives aren’t, either.
And yet they’re as they should be. They are uniquely 

ours, dizzy with the choices that have shaped our past, 
that are shaping our now. We are doing ourselves no 
favors when we look to the crowd to tell us where we are.

We are here. We are riding our painted horses into 
the sunset, our jeweled camels through the desert. We 
are here, today, for now, and you can simply forget about 
the rest.

Buy the brambleberry lip stain if you like.
It won’t make you happier, but you needn’t beat 

yourself up when it doesn’t.
Perhaps this just means that your color isn’t 

brambleberry but is white, with an errant blue chalk 
doodle mixed in for good measure. 

I Blame the Glitter
AN EXCERP T FROM “CHA SING SLOW ” CHAP TER 27

For just one second, look at your life and see how 
perfect it is. Stop looking for the next secret door that is 
going to lead you to your real life. Stop waiting. This is 
it: there’s nothing else. It’s here, and you’ d better decide 
to enjoy it or you’re going to be miserable wherever you 
go, for the rest of your life, forever. —Lev Grossman, The 
Magicians

Sometimes I feel whole. And sometimes I feel like a 
fraud, like my life is cropped out of the square images 
of my Instagram feed. I crop, you crop, we all crop for 
comments.

Today I am interviewed by New York Magazine 
for an article on blog “celebrities” and the toll that 
sort of success takes on one’s personal life. The 
reporter’s assistant sends an email asking me to 
offer my perspective on the internet, authenticity, 
and criticism online: What is it like having your life 
publicly scrutinized? Is negativity the price you pay 
for broadcasting your life to the masses? Is criticism 
justif ied when it arrives in emoji grids and anonymous 
comments? Is anyone and everyone entitled to shout 
their opinions into the megaphone of social media?

I do not know the answers to her questions, but 
the phone rings, and I answer. The reporter and I swap 
motherhood stories and I warm to her immediately as 
we chat about recent travels, summer plans, and then a 
question.

“Is your house really that white and perfect?”
I am caught off guard. I have taken the phone 

interview in my bedroom, where I am sitting crosslegged 
on my unmade bed. To my right, the twisted plug of 
our carpet cleaner—the dog has peed again—peeks out 
from under a pile of laundry in need of folding, sorting, 

storing. To my left, the open window reveals a back yard 
overtaken by weeds and the rotting remains of a hand-
me-down wooden swingset badly in need of repair.

Just this morning, I discovered a blue chalk doodle 
on the wall in front of me, evidence of Bee’s creative but 
maddening habit of drawing “murals” in every room of 
the home. (We’re working on it.)

I do not remember how I answer the question. I 
remember only that in answering the question, I begin to 
question it all.

Am I encouraging perfection within my own 
white walls? Am I promoting consumerism each time 
I share the newest mascara, the f loral notebook, the 
graphic “But First, Coffee” tee? Am I offering the false 
impression that this eco-friendly wooden toy will make 
you a better mother? That this brambleberry lip stain 
will make you a better wife? That the new Eckhart Tolle 
book, the new Birkenstocks, the new fil l-in-the-blank 
will make you a better woman?

Have I created a standard? Have I been doling out 
small, stale consumerist bread crumbs when what 
readers need—what we all need—is a tall drink of water?

I am no longer listening, and the interview is 
f inished. The reporter says goodbye, and I lean back 
on my duvet. The dogs stir. I am recalling the phone 
conversation, the reporter’s questions, her curiosity 
about the state of my perfect litt le white home.

And I will tell you this: my house is not perfect.
And I will tell you this: my house is perfect.
Yours is too.
It is both and it is neither. It matters only what we 

see.
I have been keeping an eye on this.

by Erin Loechner
DESIGNFORMANKIND.COM/    /    @ERINLOECHNER

Erin Loechner is a former HGTV host, Author of Chasing Slow and founder of Design 
for Mankind. www.designformankind.com
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How a 
Collaborative 
Blog Turned Into 
a Collaborative 
Friendship

by Ashlee Gadd
COFFEEANDCRUMBS.NET   /   @COFFEEANDCRUMBS

I have an idea… I typed into a blank e-mail on a 
sunny day in November. The words started pouring out 
of me, just two minutes after they had formed in the 
shower. It was a miracle I caught them that day; half the 
time my ideas swirl down the drain with the soap suds. 

I want to start a collaborative blog about motherhood. 
No advice. No nursery decor tips. Just storytelling; pure 
and raw and vulnerable.

I sat cross-legged on my bed in a bathrobe with my 
wet hair tied up in a towel as names f lew into my head. 
A few of the women I knew in real life; some I only knew 
from the Internet. I addressed the e-mail accordingly, 
clicked send, hopped off the bed and grabbed the 
blowdryer. 

Even now, I smile thinking of that day. I had no clue 
what was being set into motion. 

I did not know that three months later, I would take 
a positive pregnancy test. I certainly did not expect that 
our site would receive 2.8 million pageviews in the f irst 
eight weeks. I never anticipated the kind e-mails we’d 
receive from mothers all around the world, the amazing 
opportunities that would come our way, or the day 
someone would recognize me at a local food truck event 
and gush, “Coffee + Crumbs has helped me so much as a 
new mom.” And the book? Mind-boggling.

Is this real life? 
Two and a half years into this gig, I stil l cannot 

believe how much has happened as a result of one tiny 
idea in the shower. I f ind myself in a somewhat regular 
state of bewilderment and wonder as I wake up each 
morning, honored to do this work. 

We’ve met surprises at every turn of this journey—
from the quick, organic growth of our site to the day 
a publisher dropped a book deal in my lap. There have 
been dozens of “pinch me” moments and days I have 
squealed all by myself in my house (to the curious stares 
of my young children). 

Our kind and gracious readers have been along for 
the ride. I believe they’ve squealed with us a few times. I 
believe they’ve been surprised as well.

But I want to tell you about the best surprise of 
all—the one developing in secret, quiet and mysterious 
in nature. You see, an incredible thing has happened 
behind the scenes of this collaborative blog: while a 
group of us set out with a shared mission to encourage 
mothers online, we actually ended up living out that 
mission with each other the most. 

I can’t even pinpoint when or how it happened, to 
be honest. We’ve been writing alongside each other for 
more than two years, and in that time, we’ve collectively 
experienced miscarriages and given birth and adopted 
children overseas and received hard news and cried on 
the bathroom f loor because the weight of it all was too 
much to bear. We have been terrif ied and elated and 
heartbroken and joyful and we have written about it 
every step of the way. We’ve listened to each other. We’ve 
cheered for one another. And somewhere along the line, 
all of us started to really care about the people that make 
up this team, not in a collaborative blog sort of way, but 
in a collaborative friendship sort of way. 

Despite the fact that we’re stretched across the 
country (plus one in Japan), the long-distance nature 
of our setup hasn’t prevented us from showing up in 
tangible ways. When Melanie was having a hard time, we 
pooled together money to send her and her husband on 
a date night to a restaurant they love. When Katie’s son 
received a diagnosis that led him to a gluten-free diet, we 
rallied and bought every gluten-free snack we could f ind, 
packing a gigantic box to send to Spokane with our love 
and prayers carefully tucked inside. When Sonya came 
home from China with her newly adopted girl, you better 
believe there was a package waiting on her porch. 

When we’re not putting together care packages, 
we’re chatting in Slack about everything from faith 
and politics to sex and body image. We’re e-mailing 
and texting and leaving voicemails through Voxer to 
encourage each other in our mothering, our marriages, 
our writing, our everything. 

We’ve become our own litt le tribe, an online village 
of mothers pouring into each other before we pour back 
out to the world. Come to think of it, I don’t know how 
we would do it any other way.

This past April, all of us gathered for the very f irst 
time, in the f lesh, to celebrate the launch of our f irst 
book. There was a lot of squealing. But make no mistake: 
that weekend we were celebrating the bodies in the room 
even more than the body of work in our hands. 

When the glamour fades and this journey is nothing 
but a memory for me, I will always remember my 
favorite surprise as being the one that happened in 
secret—behind the scenes, stretched across the world on 
different wifi passwords and IP addresses—the very real, 
very beautiful, collaborative blog turned friendship. 

"When the 
glamour fades 
and this journey 
is nothing but a 
memory for me, 
I will always 
remember my 
favorite surprise 
as being the one 
that happened 
in secret—
the very real, 
very beautiful, 
collaborative blog 
turned friendship."
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Ashlee Gadd is a wife, mother, writer and photographer and can be found blogging at 
www.cof feeandcrumbs.com.
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From 
Bankruptcy   
to Blogger

by Erin Odom
THEHUMBLEDHOMEMAKER.COM   /   @HUMBLEDHOME

My journey to becoming an entrepreneur was a slow 
and steady one—and fueled in desperation. I started my 
blog in 2011 on a whim and as a hobby. But in the back 
of my mind, I held a tiny f licker of hope that I could 
one day turn my passion—writing—into an income 
source for my family. We were barely making it at the 
time. We had two daughters and one on the way and we 
were trying to survive on my husband’s teacher salary 
(which made us low income in North Carolina). We 
were living with the help of government assistance and 
were dangerously close to complete f inancial ruin. We 
saw no light at the end of the dark tunnel of f inancial 
frustration, and we couldn’t f igure out what we were 
doing wrong. 

 After meeting with a f inancial counselor, we learned 
that we didn’t have a spending problem. In fact, the only 
debt to our name was our house note. The problem? We 
had an income problem. We simply didn’t make enough 
money to live. Despite not having any consumer debt, 
the mortgage was a significant f inancial burden on our 
income level. We had moved and were no longer living 
in the house. Juggling the rent payment on top of the 
mortgage was an impossible challenge. 

 By 2012, we had been trying to sell the house 
for nearly four years and were renting it out to make 
the mortgage payments. During those four years, the 
house had no more than four showings. The value had 
decreased to less than half of what we stil l owed on it. 
Suddenly, our renter moved out without notice. With our 
tenant gone, we listed the home once again.

The house dangled on the market for months with 
no bites. Finally, we got a short sale offer on the house. 
Although a short sale would affect our credit, it was 
better than a foreclosure, and it would allow us to sell 
the home for less than we owed. It sounded like a win-

win. The meager offer didn’t phase me; we wanted to be 
rid of this hardship, of the stress.

 Within days, the bank rejected the offer. Because 
we had rented out the house, they categorized it as 
an investment property, even though it was never 
an investment for us. Our loan had indicated that 
we couldn’t use the home for investment purposes. 
We hadn’t read the f ine print back in 2006 when we 
purchased it, and we never dreamed that renting it out 
in order to make our mortgage payments would result 
in not being able to sell it. Our f inancial counselor 
suggested we talk to our bank and a lawyer about our 
options.

 The bank told us they couldn’t foreclose on the 
house until we stopped making payments. As long as 
we had money—any money—in our savings account, we 
didn’t feel that was an ethical option. So we continued 
draining our account each month until our funds were 
gone. Then, and only then, did we proceed. We reserved 
enough money to pay a bankruptcy attorney from my 
parents’ church. We then stopped making payments on 
the mortgage. Within weeks, the bank began calling 
me—and only me. My name was the only one on the 
loan, a decision we had made when we were trying to 
qualify based only on my salary, in an attempt to make 
“wise” f inancial choices and “live below our means.” 
Because of this, the bank wouldn’t talk to my husband. 
I was under extreme stress, staying up most of the night 
trying to build an online business, and I was now seven 
months pregnant with our third daughter. Sometimes, 
the bank would call after 10 p.m. I began experiencing 
heart palpitations every time the phone rang. I worried 
that my anxiety would harm our unborn baby.

 We never dreamed we would face bankruptcy, but 
we had gotten to the point where the bank gave us few 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TWIGY POSTS

"My journey 
to becoming an 

entrepreneur 
was a slow 

and steady one 
and fueled in 
desperation. 

I held a tiny 
flicker of hope 

that I could 
one day turn 
my passion—

writing—into an 
income source 
for my family." 

Erin Odom is the author of More Than Just Making It and the founder of the blog,  
The Humbled Homemaker. www.thehumbledhomeaker.com
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options: we could either sell the home for what we stil l 
owed (which was impossible with the house being under 
water), we could pay what we owed out right (which 
was impossible at our income level), or the bank could 
seize the home and possibly sue me. The only protection 
against being sued was for me to declare bankruptcy.

BANKRUPTCY COURT:

 As I climbed the creaking steps in the old, brick 
building, I prayed for peace and hoped my face wouldn’t 
redden when the secretary ushered us into the off ice. 
The attorney smiled as we entered, shook our hands and 
told us to take seats in front of his desk. He settled in his 
leather armchair and asked why we had come.

“We own a house in another state that we’ve been 
unable to sell,” I began. “My husband here is a teacher 
at the high school, and we don’t make enough money 
to cover all of our expenses, much less the house in 
Mississippi. We’ve drained our savings, and now the 
bank is proceeding with foreclosure. Someone suggested 
I declare bankruptcy to protect my assets.”

 The only “assets” we owned at this point were some 
wedding gifts—silver platters and china— and my 
engagement ring.

 “Did you bring all of your debt notes with you?” the 
attorney asked.

 We were puzzled. “What debt notes?” my husband 
asked. “We have our mortgage statement. That is the 
only debt we have.”

The attorney look surprised. “This is it?” he asked 
incredulously. “This is the entirety of your debt? Your 
house note?”

It seemed like no small sum to us, but we assured 
him that we had no more debt. We hadn’t used credit 
cards since we were married; we had no student loans 
and no medical bills. We simply had an overwhelming 
mortgage and no hope of paying it off.

“This is very rare that you have no other debt,” 
the attorney mused. “Well, you definitely don’t have a 
spending problem. But it does sound like you have an 
income problem. Declaring bankruptcy is nothing to 
consider lightly, but it will protect you from being sued 
after the bank repossesses the house. Especially with 
the mortgage being in Erin’s name only, you need the 
protection.”

 “We do have a few assets,” I began. “We have some 
silver platters, china . . .” I looked down at my fingers. 
“And my ring. Oh! And we just f inished purchasing my 
parents’ old minivan. It’s off icially in our name now. 

Should we try selling all that?”
 The attorney shook his head. “That won’t put a dent 

in this house note. And at your income level, you won’t 
be able to pay this off for decades.”

 In the end, we f iled the bankruptcy papers, and by 
July of that year we had a court date. We left the girls 
with my parents and drove to the courthouse an hour 
away. I was eight months pregnant. My sister had loaned 
me a dress to wear for a wedding a month prior, and now 
I wore the same navy blue sleeveless frock with silver 
sequins to bankruptcy court. I ironed an Oxford shirt 
and suit pants for my husband the night before, and 
he completed his outfit with a tie. We wanted to look 
presentable and dignified, even though we felt anything 
but.

 We parked our minivan on the street in front of the 
courthouse. Would anyone notice us? I hoped not. We 
entered the old, brick building and rode a musty elevator 
to the f loor that housed the courtroom. We waited in the 
hallway on what looked like an old church pew. Someone 
f inally opened the door, and we walked in with others 
who were there to declare bankruptcy. I crossed and 
uncrossed my legs as we waited. I held my belly. Our 
third daughter kicked and squirmed and reminded me of 
her presence as we awaited our fate. Would the judge free 
us from this burden? 

 As we waited, we listened to story after story of 
boats and vacation homes and credit card bills and all 
kinds of debt that other defendants were asking the 
judge to forgive. And, in almost every instance, he 
forgave them with a strike of his gavel. After waiting for 
what seemed like an eternity, he called my name.

 My husband and I rose. I waddled toward the front 
of the room, clearly due to give birth any day. Our 
attorney met us at the judge’s desk. “Take a seat,” the 
judge ordered. “And what debts do you  
seek forgiven?”

 Our attorney took out a green khaki folder and 
pulled out some paperwork, with our house note front 
and center.

 “Hmmmm,” pondered the judge, as he glanced over 
the papers and examined the note more intently. “And 
what else?”

 “This is it,” our attorney responded. “It’s just  
the mortgage.”

 “Very well,” the judge swung the gavel onto  
his block.

 It was f inished.
 We were stil l struggling f inancially when our third 

daughter was born a few weeks later, but a light had 
f inally dawned at the end of the tunnel we had been 
stuck in for years. My husband started teaching at a 
different school, and the position came with a pay raise. 
I had also started generating income on my website, 
thehumbledhomemaker.com. We never dreamed that 
within a year of our daughter’s birth, we would be 
making enough money to go from barely surviving to 
thriving.

 The money I made blogging grew more each 
month. I never set out to replace my husband’s income; 
I simply wanted to help make ends meet. I distinctly 
remember the day I calculated how much money I had 
been making. Before, it was mere pocket change, so 
I hadn’t kept a faithful accounting. But as our bank 
account fattened, it became obvious that our situation 
was turning around. As soon as I saw that our income 
exceeded qualif ications for the year, I called the 
Department of Social Services to cancel our assistance. 
My heart drummed rapidly as I nervously dialed the 
number. Government benefits had been a lifeblood to 
us during this period of f inancial challenges. Would 
we really be OK without them? What if our income fell 
drastically again? What if we couldn’t make it on our 
own? But I knew it was the right thing to do.

 “Hi! This is Erin Odom. I need to cancel our WIC 
and Medicaid, please.”

 “It’s OK,” the receptionist said. “It looks like you 
don’t need to re-qualify for another six months. You 
should be able to keep benefits through the end of the 
year.”

 “No,” I insisted. “We are overqualif ied now. We no 
longer meet the requirements. Please take us off.”

 The lady on the other end of the line f inally agreed 
to remove us from the system, and I breathed a sigh of 
relief. 

 With bankruptcy months behind us, a new job for 
my husband and the blog taking off as a business, I felt 
we were f inally starting to make progress. 

Our f inancial counselor had been right: there was 
hope. 
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This feature is sponsored by Evy’s Tree

by Amy Miraflor 
EV YSTREE .COM   /   @AMYMIRAFLOR   /   @EV YSTREE
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Have you ever been desperate? I have, many times. 
I quit my 4th grade teaching position at our local, 

public school district in 2007 after my firstborn, Jacob 
was born. It was a risky play for me to quit my job; my 
husband was a full-time youth pastor, with me bringing 
in our health insurance and half of our income. Why 
did I quit? Probably the same reason why so many other 
moms do; I couldn’t imagine anyone else taking care 
of my precious, baby boy. It killed me that as a teacher 
I might not be able to leave my work at any time and 
be there when he needed me. No amount of money or 
employer covered insurance made me feel like I could 
do it. 

So I quit. 
For the f irst year, it was blissful. We were poor…so 

poor. We only ate out when my parents would treat us 
to dinner and we never bought new clothes. My mom (a 
major shopper and fashionista) would take me shopping 
when she would come for a visit. Whenever she would 
ask me where I wanted to shop, without fail my answer 
was always Target so I could buy necessities that we 
couldn’t normally afford. I don’t think that was the 
shopping she had in mind.

Two years after Jake was born, Evy entered our world 
with gusto. She came six days early and was born in two 
hours--that is a perfect snapshot of her personality. Two 
babies made me exhausted. My litt le, toddler boy was 
into everything, and Evy was very demanding. In the 
afternoons when I wanted to rip my hair out, all I could 
think about was leaving the house, grabbing a Starbucks 
and walking through Target. 

But we didn’t have the money for that. We were that 
poor. And I felt frustrated, scared and desperate. Very 
desperate. 

In early fall of 2009 we had some expenses come up 
that shook me out of motherhood numbness and into the 
real world. I realized I had to do something if we wanted 
to be f inancially stable. I began the paperwork to start 
subbing for the school and had plans to go back to work 
in the fall of 2010. I was very sad and didn’t really want 
to do it. I felt that I didn’t have a choice. During this 
same time, I decided I needed to learn to sew. It was a 
random desire (I hated sewing as a kid), and I have no 
idea where it came from. I borrowed my mom’s sewing 
machine, and my mother in law gave me lessons.

I ended up embellishing some old hoodies from my 
closet, put pictures of them on my blog. I  had a bunch of 
requests for them, so I put a paypal link up and sold 15 
hoodies in 30 mins!

And just like that, I had a business. Evy’s Tree was 
born.

But really, it wasn’t entirely just like that. Business 
is a lot of risk, stupidity, bravery and determination 
all built into one. My immediate goal was to get a litt le 
money for Target, Starbucks and to put some money 
towards savings. However, I quickly realized that it 
wasn’t that easy. I stil l needed to f igure out how to make 
money off embellished hoodies without killing myself. 
In the beginning, I was staying up sewing until two or 
three in the morning and then getting up with the kids 
at seven am. I was exhausted and knew I couldn’t keep 
that up.

Eventually, my dad (an entrepreneur himself ) taught 
me how to create a cost of goods sold spreadsheet and 
helped me figure out how to hire some seamstresses. 
Soon, I had seven seamstresses sewing for me while I 
managed customer service and product design. It was a 
lot of work; we stil l weren’t turning much of a profit, and 
I struggled to f ind the balance that would bring us into 
the black and out of the red. 

In 2011, I stil l hadn’t turned a decent profit and 
I decided it was time to “go big, or go home”. At this 
point, I was stil l dabbling with sewing hoodies from 
scratch, but it was too expensive to implement this plan. 
I was stuck embellishing blank hoodies and I was feeling 
creatively tapped, on top of not making any money. So I 
started researching mass production, hoping that would 
help me expand and make Evy’s Tree what I dreamed 
it could be. In 2012, I decided to risk it all. I told my 
customers that I was selling all the stock I had to raise 
the $44,000 needed to mass produce. I gave myself six 
weeks, and said that if I didn’t raise the money I needed, 
I would close shop and start teaching again. 

But I did raise the money. It was a miracle. So I kept 
going. 

That was the beginning of my real journey. My 
mass-produced line arrived in 2013, and that was the 
f irst year I actually made money. I felt like I had hit 
the jackpot and I was on cloud nine. I continued to 
grow, and in 2015 I had a 500% growth spurt and my 
business catapulted into a multi million dollar business 
overnight. Now, we work out of a 6,000 square foot 
warehouse, my husband is our Director of Operations, 
we average a staff of 15, and we ship thousands of 
hoodies all over the world.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID SOWERS
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People ask me all the time—why do you keep 
doing this? Because if you had a bird’s eye view 
into my world, you’d see so much stress, many 
tears, more risk than I’d like to admit and days 
after days of frustration. But there are the good 
moments too; the times when you conquer a 
problem and feel like you just won gold at the 
Olympics. Or those moments when the school calls 
about a sick kid, and I can drop everything I am 
doing to go pick them up, make chicken soup and 
snuggle on the couch. The times when I feel so free 
knowing I am my own boss, I make my own path 
and I’m living the life I dreamed about having…
those are why I keep going.

Really, doing what I do is best for my family 
now, and as long as my family is f irst, I will keep 
doing what I am doing. 

I am often asked about some of the biggest 
hurdles I’ve had to overcome to start my business. 
That’s always a hard question because there are 
so many, but I think the ones that stand out as 
the toughest would be: raising capital, f inding 
suppliers and managing a good team. I definitely 
have not done the best at all three of those things, 
but I tease that I have an MBA from the School 
of Hard Knocks. I have learned from my failures 
and I’m proud about that. To be truthful, I’ve 
taken a lot of risk but I’ve also had a lot of luck on 
my side (I call it Providence). I am blessed to be 
surrounded by so many super smart people who 
are able to hold my hand when I need it.

When I meet other moms who are just starting 
out on their entrepreneurial journey, it’s not 
uncommon for them to ask me for advice. In those 
moments, I freeze and I f ind it hard to really give 
any advice. It used to really stress me out when 
that happened…didn’t I have something I learned 
from my journey that I could share? But here’s 
the thing: your journey is your journey. It might 
not look like mine. As women, we are so good at 
comparing ourselves to others, and it can make 
you feel so insecure. 

Here’s the advice I would tell you: BE YOU. 
Do what you feel you’ve been called to do. 
Surround yourself with good people who can 
think better than you can. Don’t be intimidated 
to rub shoulders with smart people--learn from 
them. Ask questions. Take notes. Try things, and 
if they don’t work, don’t be afraid to confess that it 
didn’t work and try something else. Don’t compare 
yourself to others, just tuck your head down and 
keep working. Never give up. Ever. And don’t be 
afraid to do scary things. You’ ll be surprised how 
great the outcome will be. 

Three tips for 
anyone wanting 
to “just begin” 
the journey:
Define your product {niche} and make sure you 
have enough passion behind it to sell it. 

Surround yourself with smart people who can 
guide and mentor you on your journey.

Set a financial business plan. Figure out how you 
are going to get from A to B and make sure you 
know where the money is coming from. If you 
need financing, pinpoint how much you need and 
give yourself at least 20% buffer space in case of 
a hiccup. Then talk to family and friends about 
the best way to raise your funding.  

Amy Miraf lor is the owner and designer  
of Evy’s Tree. www.evystree.com
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The Art of 
Overcoming

PURSUE YOUR PURPOSE AND JUST BEGIN
by Kari Olson

K ARIOLSON.CO   /   @K ARIOLSONCO

I can do this. It’s my life. I can make this happen. 
I tried to control my anxiety, but the more I thought, 
the more overwhelming it became. The doubt came in 
waves, and as they hurled over me they screamed, “You 
aren’t talented enough; they’re better than you; they’re 
judging you.” Then another wave hit, and this one was 
the harshest of them all, “You’re going to fail.”

The day I launched my business was the day I 
learned a life-altering lesson: my self-doubt was holding 
me back. Opportunities would come, but only if I 
surrendered to the change that comes with switching 
careers. 

But how does surrendering help us realize our big 
dreams? How does letting go help us succeed?

SURRENDER TO CHANGE: PURSUING  
YOUR PURPOSE. 

I was you a short time ago. Maybe you are stuck at a 
miserable job, or maybe you’re simply lacking direction 
in starting your own business. Maybe time keeps 
passing, dishes keep piling up in the sink, and you’re so 
desperate you trust a BuzzFeed quiz called “What Career 
Should I Actually Have?” to give you the answers. Maybe 
without even realizing it, you are exactly where you need 
to be to begin your transformation.

Imagine I am sitting right next to you (probably with 
a big plate of red velvet cake). Now, take a deep breath. I 
think I know how you might feel. Either you know what 
you want and don’t know how to manage it all, or you 
feel like you might explode trying to f igure things out. 
You’re just not 100% sure, and you want a guaranteed 
answer more than anything. 

Now friend, I hope these words leap off the page and 
hit you right in the heart.

You were created for a purpose.
Starting a career that is meaningful to you isn’t 

about ideal circumstances or perfect timing, because 
those things don’t exist. Pursuing a career with purpose 
is about using what you have, right now, on purpose.

Does that hit home for you, babe? Starting a business 
will never be instant or easy, but it will be worth it.

A CREATIVE PURSUIT: CHALLENGING  
YOUR FEARS. 

Throughout this article, I will be encouraging you 
to take action, so don’t wait for me to say go! Just start 
where you are. The enemy of taking action is the thought 
of “someday.” Start now, where you are, and don’t wait to 
pursue your dreams. 

Now, welcome to your beginning. 
As you start your business, know this: If it’s a place 

worth going, you won’t need a shortcut.
When I decided to start my business, I was stuck 

in a verbally abusive work environment. I have a vivid 
memory of sitting in my office getting screamed at while 
a phone was being shattered against the wall. I wanted 
the free-spirited life I had always imagined: travel, 
adventure, and impactful work. My focus was creating 
an exit strategy.

Six months later, enough was enough. Even at the 
young age of 23, I knew my purpose was important, and 
thanks to my family, I knew my creative gifts mattered. 
On a January afternoon, I gave my two weeks’ notice.

The hardest part of self-starting is feeling 
unprepared. Perhaps you are thinking the job you have 
isn’t that bad. You don’t have an unruly coworker or any 
other major problems. My situation may seem like an 
extreme, but the feeling of not pursuing your purpose is 
something shared by many of us—dare I say all of us?

Give this question a chance—what are you really 
waiting for? Our self-doubts are often disguised as 
“shoulds”—such as, “You should be climbing the success 
ladder now, so you can eventually reach happiness,” or 
“You should wait until you’re making a full-time income 
from your side hustle to dive in.” As long as you’re in 
a realistic season of life, who says you have to follow 
those rules? What if pursuing your purpose means 
intentionally leaning into what feels uncomfortable?

But I have bills to pay.
But I have kids.
But it’s complicated.
When we ignite purposeful action it creates 

a domino effect. You cannot begin with perfect 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MCKENNA HODENFIELD
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circumstances, but you can begin right where you are, 
imperfections and all. Here are some of the self-doubts 
women have expressed to me recently:

I am afraid of losing my paycheck and insurance. Can 
I go full-time with my creative passion?
I am self taught. Do I have what it takes to move 
forward with my business?
If I pursue a job outside of my degree, will my family 
be disappointed?
I don’t think I can measure up to others in my 
industry.
Do any of these sound familiar? Self-doubt can 

prevent us from taking steps forward. We worry making 
a change will worsen our situation, so we f ind ourselves 
stuck. Take a moment to think about what doubts are 
holding you back, then I want you to write down why 
these doubts are invalid. It’s time to challenge your 
concerns head on, friend.

Now, are you ready to pursue your purpose?  
Let’s do it!

CRASHING COMPARISON: TAKING YOUR UNIQUE 
PATH. 

During my first year, there were parts of my business 
that made me feel uncomfortable. They reminded me of 
others in my industry and of a persona I was trying to 
be. Other creatives became successful doing A + B = C, 
so it seemed I had no other option. How could I just start 
over on a new path? But my restlessness grew. The next 
thing I knew, everything I had created for my business 
was stored away on a hard drive, and I began again. 

As you start pursuing your purpose, I encourage 
you to create a vision board (I used a secret Pinterest 
board) and collect images that ref lect who you are. What 
lights a f ire in your soul? If there was no right or wrong 
way to begin, what images would ref lect the journey 
you want to take? Whenever you start to fear failure or 
start comparing yourself to others, refer to this board. 
Highlight what makes your venture unique and clearly 
state who you’re serving. When it feels right, we take 
action. 

Birthing a new business is much like our physical 
birth. Immediately after we’re born, we fully rely 
on our caretakers to nurture us. If a toddler was an 
entrepreneur, what would happen? They wouldn’t know 
how to get dressed, much less handle the many facets 
of business operation. I was in the infant stages of my 
career, stil l easily inf luenced by the world. Perhaps I 
wasn’t supposed to follow another’s lead and I needed 
to forge my own unique path. Perhaps pursuing your 
purpose will be completely unique for you too.

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS: HOW TO MAKE IT 
OFFICIAL . 

Being an entrepreneur will look different for 
everyone, since the risks you’re able to take, the income 
you need, and the amount of time you’re able to dedicate 
will vary. Now that we’ve discovered that pursuing your 
purpose will be unique to you, start by answering these 
questions:

What are my non-negotiables or life priorities I refuse 
to give up?
How much time do these require?
How many hours per week can I realistically dedicate 
to my venture?
What are my top 3 business goals?
What is my definition of success?
Now allow yourself a moment to imagine what would 
happen if you dove in and experienced the success 
you’re longing for. What would your life look like? 
What potential positive ef fect could your success have 
on others?
Throughout history, ordinary and imperfect people 

have done astounding things. Even though they were 
ordinary, they made the impossible possible when 
they committed themselves. You do not need to be a 
superhero to use your strengths for a purpose, you just 
need to be willing to work hard.

Success starts by taking action. Once you have 
your priorities ranked and a list of tasks that need to 
be completed, make a schedule for accomplishing the 
work and create a strategic business plan to bring about 
success.

BAL ANCING HATS: MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR 
STRENGTHS. 

You’ve probably heard it a billion times, haven’t 
you? Entrepreneurs need to wear many different hats. 
It’s a reality we all deal with as we work and grow our 
business. 

Walking out of a coffee shop one morning, I glanced 
at my cell phone to see f ive new notif ications. I needed 
to be a: 

Community Manager: Respond to Facebook group 
questions
Accountant: Gather receipts to f ile taxes
Designer: Finish a client’s website revisions
Social Media Manager: Schedule a week ’s worth of 
content
Video Editor: Edit my latest YouTube video
It can be pretty exhausting, can’t it? Once 

“Overwhelm” enters the world, its’ siblings “Burnout” 
and “Frustration” aren’t far behind. Instead of 
focusing on all of the hats you will need to wear as an 
entrepreneur, focus on your capabilities and talents. 
Every individual is different, so it’s important to play to 
your strengths and outsource or trade in areas you aren’t 
able to perform. 

No matter your business, how good you are, or how 
much money you make, you’ ll wear a bunch of hats. I 
don’t think there is any career without unwanted tasks—
even a unicorn farmer would need to occasionally scoop 
poop, right? I’m not going to tell you to outsource every 
aspect of your business that doesn’t bring you joy, but by 
focusing on your strengths, you’ ll be better apt to create 
a balance that works for you.

SELF REFLECTION: HOW TO STAY ON TRACK.

 There’s a lot of noise out there. Between blog posts, 
social media, podcasts, webinars and newsletters, we’re 
nudged with information from all corners. Information 
overload often leads to discouragement. During these 
moments, here is what I suggest to avoid business 
paralysis and to continue taking positive steps forward.

Treat yourself like an employee: Clock your hours 
and create a structured work schedule.
Exercise your idea muscle: Take time to be inspired 
and create just for fun.
Set realistic expectations: Schedule a practical 
amount of work you can accomplish in a time period. 
This is stil l a diff icult step for me, since I tend to 
overestimate what I can accomplish in a given time. 
New tasks take more time.
Say no: Say no to opportunities that don’t align with 
your business goals.
Charge your worth: Price your services and products 
strategically to make a decent revenue.
Give yourself a break: Take time away from your 
work, computer, and phone.
Track results: Record what’s working and log your 
growth; without it, you’ ll repeat mistakes or feel like 
your small steps aren’t leading to a bigger picture.

CELEBRATING: WHAT TO DO AFTER. 

My dog, Jif, is two years old and no matter how long 
I’m away—7 days, 4 hours, or 2 minutes—the moment 
she sees me come in the front door, she jumps up and 

runs to me with a wagging tail in celebration. It doesn’t 
matter what she was doing. She’s not worried about the 
past or the future. She’s just happy being. 

If only we could all have dog-like attitudes in our 
businesses. Appreciation can sometimes be played 
down in our lives, and we forget to celebrate what 
we’ve accomplished. We only have the present moment 
to celebrate, and although this moment may seem 
insignificant when determining whether you’ ll succeed 
or fail at something, it is the combination of moments 
over time that allow you to make your purpose happen. 
Celebrate each and every milestone!

IN SUMMARY. 

Many times, we deeply desire a change in our 
lives, but we fear that change might shake things up. 
We fear upsetting what’s expected of us or that we are 
unprepared. Starting a career that is meaningful to you 
isn’t about ideal circumstances; it is about using what 
you have, right now, on purpose.

Being an entrepreneur will look different to 
everyone. Your definition of success, schedules, 
strengths, and weaknesses will vary, but each of us can 
focus on pursuing our unique purpose by taking action 
and recognizing our victories.

Let’s dig deeper and make a lasting change together, 
friend. We will overcome! 

Kari Olson is an educator, coach,and a believer in the “ impossible.” www.kariolson.co
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How Freak 
Brain Trauma 
Led Me to My 
Business Idea 

by Christy Laurence
PL ANNTHAT.COM   /   @PL ANNTHAT

 From the outside looking in, I’m the very quirky 
and proud owner of an award-winning app. Four awards 
in fact! I wake up everyday to a f lourishing, supportive 
community and I get to create a beautiful, helpful 
product that receives daily testimonials. Those I’m lucky 
enough to speak to are E-X-A-C-T-L-Y the people I’ve 
always dreamed I’d get to spend time with but feared I’d 
never f ind.

My friends in-real-life think I’m ‘killing it’, and 
wonderful people ask to interview me on their podcasts 
to talk about my successes, but there is something 
behind the scenes that I’m personally even more  
proud of.

What’s that? Overcoming a very scary brain trauma 
that crippled me, when I was told I was never going to 
recover. 

WHAT HAPPENED? I literally woke up one day and 
felt like I was in a video game.

Not quite Super Mario, but I put my hands up in 
front of my face and they were a hazy blur. I could’ve 
sworn I was holding them stil l but they were spinning 
wildly. And why did I suddenly feel like I was on a boat? 
Ugh.

Over the next two weeks, the spinning sped up and 
became this horrible, theme park ride that I couldn’t 
get off. It became so intense that I couldn’t even sit stil l 
without throwing up--the magic of things happening on 
the inside. 

The only way I can really describe it to people is 
when you’ve had wayyy too much fun on the wines 
and you climb into bed at night and close your eyes. 
WOOOOM, WOOOOOM, WOOOOM--you know when 
the room spins like crazy? Yuck.

That’s exactly what it felt like, except when you woke 
up, a coffee and bacon and egg roll didn’t f ix it.

It was relentless and debilitating (and it was over two 
years before it went away).

WHAT DO YOU DO WITH THAT? I’m going to be 
really honest here: I didn’t cope very well at all. 

I’d had some very serious conversations about my 
mental health and yes, probably quite rightly. 

I was a shell of my former self and I didn’t even want 
to leave the house. It would be 6 months before I learned 
how to look at screens again without having panic 
attacks, and I was seeing specialists daily.

ART TO THE RESCUE. Known as a ‘therapeutic’ 
way of healing from massive traumas, Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy led me to re-discover my love of 
arts. I’m not kidding--pretty much every single art you 
can imagine. I played the piano, I crafted, I scrapbooked, 
I drew and I painted. I took photos and would edit them 
to hang on the walls and I would watch fashion sketch 
tutorials on YouTube. I even bought kids soap crayons 
so I could draw on the walls of the bath while breathing 
in lemon salts--I’d forgotten how obsessive and lost (and 
how wonderful!) life could be inside the creative trance. 

INSTAGRAM . I was a litt le late to the Instagram 
game, but as soon as I had worked out what was going 

on, I was hooked. At this point, my friends and family 
were all freaking out and asking if I’m ok, so I started 
posting my work on Instagram, not for sale, but as proof 
of life for my worrying family. My mind was pretty 
muddled so I began by copying other artists while I got 
back into the swing of my own creativity, eventually 
joining a bunch of #photoaday challenges run by 
awesome Instagram users.

I loved it. I disciplined myself to post one thing a 
day and I met the most incredible people who would 
eventually become my support network and the very f irst 
users of Plann, my visual designer and scheduling app 
for Instagram.

HOW DID PL ANN HAPPEN? My advertising 
background and obsession with art had made me 
neurotic about creative execution and strategy. I 
got frustrated that I couldn’t see my Instagram feed 
in advance or if my color schemes looked any good 
together. After an extensive hunt, I found that there were 
no tools on the market that let me organize how my feed 
would look.

I spoke to so many people about it and realized that 
they shared my exact frustration. So here I am with this 
brilliant idea that I could help so many people with and 
continue to bury myself into my creative recovery. 

I’d always been entrepreneurial and thought, “Well, 
someone’s going to make it, it may as well be me!” So I 
started doodling apps designs, learning UI/UX design 
and, after a few months of sitting on my hands, I decided 
to get it built. (I’d saved quite a lot being a hermit for the 
best part of a year.) 

The journey to build Plann took much longer than 
intended, both because I was new to software, but also 
because there were times I’d have to put the tools down 
and go back into therapy. During development, I spotted 
a few similar ideas pop up. But building this app had 
become my lifeline to getting better, and I wasn’t going 
to give up.

WHERE I AM NOW? The app is live, Huzzah! But 
most importantly, I am healthy. 

I am back to my quirky, hyperactive self and I enjoy 
being outside again.

I need to look after my nervous system carefully; 
coffee, alcohol and stress can cause me to lose days at 
a time (haha, I’m human!). I stil l can’t deal very well 
inside supermarkets and I joke with my husband that 
maybe it’s really just an excuse so he does the shopping. 

WHAT I’D LOVE YOU TO TAKE AWAY - JUST 
START. Sometimes, you don’t get your big idea for a 
long time. I’d wanted my own business forever, and it’s a 
shame I had to get my favorite idea this way.

BUT, imagine if I hadn’t ‘ just started posting on 
Instagram’. I would never have built the community 
I have and I wouldn’t have been supported through 
some incredibly dark days. (And now I get free 
accommodations when I visit America!)

There is never ‘the best time’, but when people say 
‘ just start’, they really mean it, because you never know 
where it will lead. 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PRUE A JA PHOTOGRAPHY Christy Laurence is the Founder of Plann, a multi-award winning app that helps brand, 
strategize and schedule Instagram posts in advance. www.plannthat.com
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This is not the story of how I always knew I was 
called to live my passion as a photographer. I didn’t 
grow up hearing ideologies like “follow your passion” 
or “pursue your purpose.” As a kid, it never occurred 
to me that being a photographer was something I could 
aspire to be. I was the kid who knew I loved pictures 
and couldn’t get enough of looking at my grandmother’s 
photo albums and collection of polaroids. To this very 
day, I’m fascinated with tangible memories to put 
on a wall or a coffee table to enjoy everyday. I loved 
documenting family vacations and, frankly, anything in 
between. Had I known that pursuing an education in the 
photography f ield beyond a high school elective was an 
option, the story of life might be totally different. But 
I didn’t, so I went to college and majored in Business 
Economics. 

With an honors degree in business, I went right 
into the corporate world. I worked my way up to 
sought-after positions in the pharmaceutical industry 
with Fortune 500 companies, managing multi-million 
dollar territories. I spent more than 15 years moving 
up the corporate ladder, having to prove with each job 
that the position hadn’t been handed to me to meet a 
diversity quota. It was an exhausting cycle, but I’d come 
to accept a certain level of unsavory behavior in the 
corporate world. Whether it was racial and gender biases 
for promotions or unethical practices, I’d seemingly 
endured it all unscathed over the years. 

The real truth was, however, that no one knew the 
unbearable stress I was dealing with, or worse, cared 
to see beyond the benefits that came with a six-figure 
salary plus quarterly bonuses. The higher I climbed, the 
harder it was becoming to justify the shiny perks that 
came with the job. I spent days feeling miserable and in 
tears before sales calls and presentations, feeling drained 
and unfulf il led. When I attempted to share with people 
in my personal circle how my work life was affecting me, 
I’d get eye-rolls and audible sighs of disgust reminding 

me how lucky I was to have the best health insurance, 
a company car and paid vacation time. But they had no 
idea my work environment was becoming too much.  

The day my manager insisted on showing up at a 
personal doctor appointment to see if I actually had a 
real appointment that conf licted with a time she had 
demanded I meet with her, I knew the line had been 
crossed. It was time to speak up and seek help from 
Human Resources. I was so naive. I had no idea how the 
role of HR actually worked to serve the corporation. 
With off icial complaints about my direct manager now 
made and now on record, things went from bad to worse. 
Inf lated quotas, extra projects and assignments with 
impossible time frames were only the beginning of the 
consequences I’d face. So I stopped sharing my concerns, 
burdened the stress, and thought pushing harder would 
make things better. 

WALK AWAY OR STAY AND DIE

I pushed and put in extra time and was proud that 
my territory ranked #3 in the nation out of over 200 
representatives, but it made no difference. Retaliatory 
tactics escalated and so did the stress of it all. My 
complaints were now being regarded as bratty and 
ungrateful for my job working for a corporation on 
Fortune’s list of “100 Best Companies To Work For.” 
Determined to prove my worth and not to give up, I 
pushed even harder in the face of comments from my 
manager like, “You probably weren’t given this job based 
on your merit,” and “Your national ranking isn’t likely 
due to your efforts. Sometimes there are anomalies, and 
accounts gain momentum on their own.”

During a work ride-along with my manager, visiting 
one of my top accounts, I was given instruction to 
f ind “creative” ways to access physicians with high 
prescription writing potential. Her idea of creative ways 
included trespassing in restricted areas and playing 

Starting over 
after 40

FROM FORTUNE 500 TO

by Stacy Pierce
STACYPIERCE .COM   /   @STACYPIERCEPHOTOGRAPHY

dumb if caught. I refused, and stated that I didn’t want 
to jeopardize a confirmed upcoming appointment the 
following week that few reps had privilege of. I shared 
that she was welcome to join me, but she became 
belligerent  and said, “It’s your job to do as I say, exactly 
as I say, or else.” The off ice manager overheard the entire 
interaction and banned her from returning to the off ice. 

I thought the worst was over, but my grievances were 
falling on deaf ears. I was determined to keep pushing 
to prove my value and see things through. But I pushed 
beyond what I could handle and my body completely 
shut down. The unrelenting stress, sleepless nights and 
anxiety had taken their toll, and I started having back-
to-back seizures. The severity of the epileptic attack 
initially left me not knowing who I was or what year I 
was in. 

The seizure happened just moments after getting 
from behind the wheel. Had it happened just a minute 
and a half earlier, I would have been on  
the road and could’ve hurt or killed someone including 
myself.

My life completely changed, and the seizures left 
me unable to work, drive, remember things or do many 

basic, daily functions without help. To compound the 
issue, the seizure treatments lead to the discovery that 
I had endometriosis. The surgery I had to treat the 
endometriosis resulted in me contracting an infection 
that wreaked havoc on my body and organs. Nothing the 
doctors did was working, and I was in excruciating pain 
and declining as the days passed. I was released from 
the hospital to let the infection runs its course and hope 
for the best. Only those who’d already been exposed to 
me could visit me at home. Each day that followed got 
worse, and so did the pain. It became so unbearable that 
I’d wake up and be surprised that I’d made it through 
the night. It was in those days that I vowed I’d never go 
back. What good was making a lot of money if it killed 
me, and I wasn’t around to enjoy it?

NO JOB. NOW WHAT?

The infection ran its course, and I made a slow 
but marked recovery. My decision to leave the 
pharmaceutical industry was cemented with my 
signature on the dotted line that I was moving on. Fear 
of not living had been my biggest concern for so long, 
and now how I’d make a living was what I faced. I’d been 
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“The 
experiences, 
good and bad, 
have their 
value. With  
experience 
comes clarity, 
& the clarity 
won’t come 
without  
going through  
the process."

responsible with f inances and saved over the years, but 
the reality of my decision was starting to set in. 

I had no regular paychecks to depend on and no 
husband to hold things down. It was all on me, and 
few understood the decision to leave my job. It was 
disheartening to learn that loved ones were calling me 
crazy for doing so. It wasn’t lost on me why my decision 
left people perplexed--I was the only one in my family 
to have a six-figure, corporate job with dreamy perks. 
I was doing something brave and taking a leap of faith 
in the midst of the fear. I wanted to feel supported, but 
found myself frustrated, trying to justify my actions 
that defied what people expected me to do. 

RANDOM THOUGHT TO NEW CAREER

In the middle of my frustration, I started obsessing 
about my old Nikon film cameras given to me by my 
grandad and father before he passed away. It was the 
most random thing--to be consumed with thoughts of 
cameras at a time like this. I hadn’t used either in over 
a decade and wasn’t certain where I’d stored them. My 
driver’s license had been taken, due to my history of 
seizures, and not being able to drive made the internet 
my go-to access to the world. I did a internet search for 
cameras, and the term DSLR kept popping up. I had no 
idea what it meant. After hours of research, I’d not only 
learned what it was (digital single lens ref lex), but had 
also decided to use a portion of my savings and treat 
myself to one. If nothing else, my recent health episode 
taught me that life is uncertain, and jobs that seem safe 
and secure could cost you your life or peace of mind. 
My health was uncertain, and whatever time I had 
left, I wanted the best camera to capture it. My aunt, 
who took care of me as I recovered, drove me to the 
local photography store where I bought my first Nikon 
D3200 DSLR. I swear the camera glowed as I took it out 
of the box. I stared at it for what felt like hours. Where 
normal people put treasured pictures on their bedside 
table, I had my new camera. It was the f irst thing I saw 
in the morning and the last thing I saw before resting 
my head to sleep. 

I was in awe of this piece of equipment and had no 
idea how to use it. So taking a class was now my new 
obsession. I asked my aunt if she’d be willing to drive 
me to a class that I couldn’t wait to sign up for. She 
reminded me that the priority was to get my health 
back and not rush the healing process. She said, “Focus 
on getting better and getting your license back, and you 
can celebrate by driving yourself to class.” Her charge 
worked like a charm.

STARTING OVER 

After months that turned into over a year of 
countless tests, medications, doctor visits and 
specialists, the day came when I was off icially given 
the green light to drive and get back to normal life.  
But nothing was normal about my life.  I’d always had 
a job since I was 16. Now I had no job, no plan and 
no clue about my next move. The only thing I knew 
was that I wanted to use new my camera, so signing 

up for the photography class became my first 
order of business. I’d marked the calendar with 
a countdown like a kid waiting for Christmas. 
When class time f inally arrived, I couldn’t get 
enough and couldn’t think of any other place 
I wanted to be. It was everything! When class 
ended, I went to my car, sat in the parking lot and 
just cried for what felt like hours. For the f irst 
time in a long time, I had clarity about what I 
wanted to do, and that was photography. I don’t 
know how long I actually sat there, but the tears 
kept coming, along with the fear and reasons why 
this wouldn’t work. I would have to start all over 
again and in an industry I knew nothing about. 
Following this new found passion required a skill 
set I had yet to acquire. It was a long shot, and 
the fear of it all was overwhelming. This one class 
and the instructor were pivotal in my life, and 
ultimately, my photography career. 

I began to learn everything I could about 
photography. I took more classes, invested 
in mentoring with hands-on teaching, took 
online courses, read books, and assisted other 
photographers to learn every aspect of the craft.  
As I honed my technical shooting skills, I realized 
there’s a huge difference between knowing how 
to take great pictures and running a successful 
photography business. 

I went from begging people to let me practice 
and giving images for free to charging just 
enough to cover costs for a f lash drive. Learning 
how to appropriately price your services can 
be very stressful as an entrepreneur. I actually 
thought I could run a profitable business with 
bargain basement prices so everyone could 
afford amazing images. But no matter how low 
I priced my services, someone always wanted 
it to be cheaper. Four years into my career as 
a photographer and it’s stil l one of the most 
frustrating things as a small business owner. I 
f inally took a f irm stand, and instead of changing 
my pricing to accommodate people who’d never 
value my work, I changed my audience instead. 
Targeting my ideal client--someone who values 
quality work and a custom experience, and who 
is willing to invest in themselves--has completely 
changed my business.  

When you hear stories of people following 
their dream, you mostly hear the blissful side 
of the story. But there are days when you feel 
like a complete failure, and no one’s buying 
what you’re offering. It is a constant journey of 
learning and adapting with the highs and lows 
of entrepreneurship. So much of f iguring it all 
out is actually f iguring it out as you go. The 
experiences, good and bad, have their value. With 
experience comes clarity, and the clarity won’t 
come without going through the process.  

What you need to 
know before following 
your dream:
Family and friends may not support you. 
Those closest to you are often the ones less likely to see your 
value and pay full price for your services. This can be a tough pill 
to swallow, especially if you’ve supported their ventures or causes. 
Be prepared to be your own cheerleader and hold a pep rally in 
your honor regularly. 

“Do what you love and you never have to 
work a day in your life” is a LIE. 
I have worked longer days and made more sacrifices working 
for myself than I ever have for another company. As a small 
business solo-preneur, there is no technical support team when 
the computer acts up. There’s no marketing department to create 
cool graphics for promotional materials. No accounting or legal 
department just down the hall to pass things off to resolve. These 
are all things I had in corporate and could be handled with a 
phone call. Be prepared to work harder than ever.

Surround yourself with people who inspire 
you and celebrate you. 
The people you spend time with have a significant 
impact on your life. Being intentional in 
connecting with a community of like-minded 
people with similar goals will prove to be worth 
its weight in gold. Friends you’ve grown up with 
may not understand your grind as a business 
owner. This doesn’t mean you should kick your old 
friends to the curb--it means that cultivating a 
network of support with people who get you and 
can champion you through the ups and downs of 
entrepreneurship goes a long way.  

Everybody likes free, but investing 
in yourself is not. 
There are those people that brag of how they 
learned everything they needed to know for 
free on YouTube. Free resources are undeniably 
incredible. But sometimes, investing in a 
conference with access to thought leaders with 
amazing insight can be invaluable. Researching 
and finding qualified and proven one-on-one 
mentoring to address your specific needs could 
pay for itself in the knowledge you gain that grows 
your business long term.

Stacy Pierce is a self taught photographer based  
in Orlando, FL. www.StacyPierce.com
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Olympian to Entrepreneur

WITH  SANYA RICHARDS-ROSS

SANYARICHARDSROSS.COM   /   @SANYARICHIROSS

Q: In Chasing Grace, you share how to prepare ourselves 
for transition and disappointment. Why is this important? 

Whenever you are aiming to do something great, 
it’s important to understand that failure is part of the 
experience. The earlier you embrace that reality, the closer 
you are to achieving your goals and dreams. The reason it 
was so important for me to address transition is because it’s 
one of life’s most challenging phases. It’s incredibly hard 
to let go of something we feel so passionate about. Talking 
about and sharing our own experiences through transitions 
so often helps other people who are in transition themselves 
handle that part of their journey in healthy and productive 
ways.

 
Q: Were you prepared for your retirement after pulling 
your hamstring during the Rio Olympic Trials? 

I was prepared in the sense that I had been mentally 
preparing for the transition for the last year. My toe injury 
was an indication to me that my body wouldn’t be able to 
take much more. However, as mentally prepared as you can 
be for change, it’s often stil l just as hard. I loved competing 
(for over 20 years) and representing our country, so the loss 
of that was very real.

 
Q: Tell us about your new career as an entrepreneur? 

I’m enjoying it so much; it’s as exciting as it was when I 
f irst discovered my love for Track and Field. So many of the 
lessons I’ve learned from sports I am able to draw from as 
an entrepreneur now: problem solving, work ethic, setting 
goals, etc. I feel like so much of my preparation came from 
the track.

 
Q: What advice would you have to women at a crossroads—
when life doesn’t go as planned and you have to “start 
over” or do something new? 

Remember that God is there with you, exactly where you 
are. I certainly learned that at my crossroads -  God never 
left me or betrayed me. If you stay prayerful and faithful, 
know that you will come out a better person on the other 
side. Stay true to your faith and trust the journey of your 
life.

 
Q: You vulnerably share your experiences of meeting with 
psychologists in the book. Why do we need to debunk the 
misconceptions of anxiety and depression? 

Depression and anxiety can truly control your life. I 
learned that in the same way I trusted my coach on the track 
because of his proven skillset to make me a faster runner, 
I had to trust my doctors to help me out of my negative 
thoughts that had the potential to pull me down a darker 
path. It was one of my best experiences, and in hindsight, 
greatest blessings working with my sports psychologist. It’s 
just like having a mentor or coach. 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TWIGY POSTS
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Limitless 
Creativity

This feature is sponsored by

Mixbook makes beautiful design easy, transforming what matters 
most to you into one-of-kind photo products. Combining thoughtful 
design with endless customization, Mixbook allows you to create unique 
photo products that truly ref lect your personal style. 

The Mixbook design editor gives you full creative control in 
designing photo books, cards, calendars and home decor. With it’s 
collection of on-trend designer themes and unique templates, you’re sure 
to f ind a design that f its you—or create your own theme from scratch.

MIXBOOK.COM   /   @MIXBOOK

A note from Leslie Albertson, Director of Marketing

“Working with creative influencers--from designers and content curators to DIYers--has been 
instrumental in transforming Mixbook into a brand centered around beautiful design. Not 

only have our partners inspired millions of customers to think differently about printing and 
displaying their photos, but they’ve inspired us as a company to think more creatively about the 

types of products and designs we offer. 

We deeply value the relationships we’ve built with our creative partners and are excited about 
continuing to grow our network of tastemakers through continued collaborations.

Our community of makers are truly unique. Here are five members of our extended Mixbook 
family that have shown us creativity is limitless and always just around the corner.”  
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Bonnie Christine
GOINGHOMETOROOST.COM   /   @GOINGHOMETOROOST

Q: Tell us about yourself.

Hello! I’m Bonnie Christine, and I’m a fabric and surface 
pattern designer, sewer, and blogger. I’m married to the 
love of my life and I’m a momma to two litt les. We live 
in the beautiful mountains of North Carolina where 
we’re currently building our ‘ forever farmhouse’. I love 
my ‘ job’ and I’m passionate about encouraging others to 
follow their own creative dreams too!

Q: When did you realize you had a creative eye?

I grew up in a family of creative entrepreneurs. My dad 
is a builder, and my mom owns a fabric and sewing shop. 
I grew up crafting and sewing, so I feel that I’ve always 
enjoyed being creative. It wasn’t until after I graduated 
college that I realized that fabric design was my biggest 
love of all.

Q: What inspires you on a daily basis?

The outdoors is my endless source of inspiration. 
Spending time in the garden, going on hikes and just 
breathing in the fresh air seems to rejuvenate my senses. 
Even opening a window will help spark my inspiration!

Q: Think back to your childhood. What did you hope 
to become as an adult?

All I can really remember is wanting to own my business 
and be my own boss. It comes with a lot of responsibility, 
long hours, and dedication, but I wouldn’t change it for 
anything. It allows me to stay home with my children 
and support my family at the same time, and I absolutely 
love it.

Q: Who are your top three creative role models and 
why?

Joanna Gaines for her creative eye, passion and grace. 
Pat Bravo for her sense of design and her ability to build 
a family of close-knit designers. My momma (the master 
of all crafts) for constantly learning and teaching me 
with gentle guidance and so much support.

Q: Which blog post or project are you most proud of  
and why?

Definitely announcing my first ever fabric collection 
with Art Gallery Fabrics in 2012. This single 
announcement represented so much hard work and my 
biggest dream come true. It’s where it all began!

Q: What does being successful mean to you?

Success for me has been being able to work from home 
with my babies, while stil l supporting the family. Being 
able to build the home where my children will grow up 
has been one of the most meaningful thing I’ve been able 
to contribute to in my life. 

Q: You’re a new addition to the crayon box. What 
color would you be and why?

Blush pink. It’s almost neutral but just pink enough to 
feel feminine and sweet.

Q: Name your favorite ‘90s jam.

TLC - “Waterfalls”

Q: Tell us about your first Mixbook project.

The first project I worked on for Mixbook was a set of 
baby shower invitation cards and a photo book. It will 
always be near and dear to my heart - I used a collection 
called ‘Hello, Bear’ named after my son, Bear. 

Q: Why did you decide to partner with Mixbook?

I instantly felt that Mixbook was a great f it for me. The 
products are stunning, the website is beautiful and the 
online editor is the best I’ve ever used!

Q: How has working with Mixbook impacted your 
creativity and/or business?

I love being pushed to use my designs in different ways. 
I’m used to solely working in repeating patterns, but for 
Mixbook I get to pick out design elements and build a 
complete story around them. It’s so much fun!

Q: What do you consider good design?

Oh, there are so many! But for me, a design that draws 
me in, makes my eyes dance all over the page and evokes 
some sort of emotion will always get my attention. 

Q: Tell us your first step in your design process.

The first step for me is always inspiration, closely 
followed by an overall theme and a story. Attaching a 
story to each collection helps me make the entire process 
very personal. It keeps the designs focused and gives me 
something to reference during the entire process. 
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Q: Tell us about yourself.

I am Haeley Giambalvo and I am a full-time crafter and 
blogger at DesignImprovised.com. I love simple DIY 
projects that make a big impact and I’ve spent the last 
six years crafting up projects for the blog and various 
brand partners. I love taking everyday, inexpensive and 
thrifted items and giving them a modern and chic spin. 
My projects are colorful and often use pom-poms and 
balloons! I live in San Antonio, TX with my husband and 
two daughters, ages 5 and 7.

Q: When did you realize you had a creative eye?

Creativity has been a part of me for as long as I can 
remember. As a kid, I preferred to craft instead of play 
with Barbies or other toys. My sister and I would spend 
hours making things during the summer and even tried 
selling our crafts ranging from magnets, to clothespin 
dolls, to pot holders, at a local craft sale when we were 
around 10 years old. I didn’t realize I could turn my 
creative passions into a profession until leaving my 
consulting job to start a family and having the time to 
pursue the things I loved doing most. Two years into the 
blog, I knew that is what I was meant to be doing!

Q: What inspires you on a daily basis?

My daughters Stella and Hazel—they’ve grown up 
crafting with me and are now at the point where they 
give me really good ideas! I love handing them a project 
and seeing it materialize through their eyes-you can’t 
match a child ’s creativity. Separately, I love f lipping 
through my big stack of home magazines or checking 
out old craft books from the library. I seem to f ind more 
inspiration there than I ever do from searching online. 
I’m old school that way!

Q: Think back to your childhood. What did you hope 
to become as an adult?

I remember the f irst two jobs I really wanted was to be 
a hotel concierge or a f light attendant. I love traveling, 
so I suppose that makes sense! I leaned towards a career 
in business as I got older and graduated from The 

Wharton School of Finance with a degree in marketing. 
I spent seven years as a management consultant before 
becoming a mom and blogger. In many ways, my 
business background has been key to turning my passion 
into a full-time income.

Q: Which blog post or project are you most proud of  
and why?

My pom-pom balloons. On a whim, I decided to add 
mini pom-poms to clear balloons with hot glue several 
years ago. Not only did the pom-poms stick without 
popping or sinking the balloons, but they ended up 
looking really cute! The pom-pom balloons went viral 
and became my most popular project ever on Design 
Improvised. They also inspired a love for crafting 
with balloons-I’ve decorated over 20 different types of 
balloons for celebrations throughout the year since then.

Q: What does being successful mean to you?

Being happy. I would’ve never guessed how much joy 
this blogging and crafting endeavor would provide when 
I started six years ago. I kept plugging away at it and 
focusing on the aspects I enjoyed most without trying 
to get too caught up in the aspects that tend to stress us 
bloggers out, such as number of page views, how fast our 
following is growing, or how frequently we’re posting to 
social media. Instead, I’ve tried to just focus on doing 
really good work and finding ways to be compensated 
for it!

Q: You’re a new addition to the crayon box. What 
color would you be and why?

Rosé Pink! You can never go wrong with a soft shade of 
pink, and you can never go wrong with a good glass of 
rosé! Pink just makes me happy-I painted my craft room 
pink and incorporate pink into a lot of my crafts as well.

Q: Tell us about your first Mixbook project.

For my Mixbook project, I used their beautiful acrylic 
prints to transform some of my all-time favorite craft 
supplies into wall art that makes me smile. I took shots 
of colorful craft paints, washi tape, pom-poms and 
other supplies against a white background and created a 
grouping of different sized acrylic prints. I was thrilled 
with how vibrant the prints turned out. They add a 
major dose of color to my craft room, and now I’m 
surrounded with the things I love!

Q: Why did you decide to partner with Mixbook?

When I was at the Alt Summit conference in January 
I got to see Mixbook ’s products f irst-hand and was 
impressed with how high quality they were. I also really 
enjoyed meeting the Mixbook team and appreciated 
their enthusiasm to work with creatives like myself and 
their openness to our ideas for featuring their products. 
I’ve seen some really creative and inspiring Mixbook 
projects from fellow bloggers as a result!

Haeley Giambalvo
DESIGNIMPROVISED.COM   /   @DESIGNIMPROVISED

Q: How has working with Mixbook impacted your 
creativity and/or business?

I’m thrilled to have Mixbook as a partner and think 
their products are a great f it for the home decor projects 
I do on Design Improvised. I’m already busy working 
on another collaboration with them involving children’s 
artwork!

Q: What do you consider good design?

I personally love it when someone takes an item and uses 
it in a completely unexpected way to create something 
new. Some of my favorite personal projects are ones 
where I’ve done that--such as turning old paper plate 
holders into wall art, using party streamers to make 
f lowers, or decorating balloons with cupcake wrappers.

Q: Tell us your first step in your design process.

I like to dive right in! Once I have an idea, I can’t wait to 
try it out. I will try to mock it up using the craft supplies 
I have on hand and will have a sense pretty quickly 
whether my idea will work, and whether I’ l l like it! If 
not, I typically step away for a couple days will often 
have an epiphany on how to improve it.

Q: You’re at the craft store. What section do you 
spend the most time in and why?

I seem to live from one holiday to the next, so I’m almost 
always in the holiday aisles! I also almost never leave the 
craft store without making a pass through the balloon 
aisle and pom-pom aisle.

Q: What do you pin on Pinterest the most?

Balloons!
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Q: Tell us about yourself.

I’m Erin Francois, DIYer, designer and new mama. 
I run a home DIY blog called Francois et Moi that’s 
dedicated to helping others tap into the creativity and 
ingenuity inside all of us to create a home they love. 
My background is in commercial interior design and 
currently, in addition to blogging, I also create DIY 
& craft content for online brands. Some of my past 
and present clients include Sugar & Cloth, WeMake 
Collective, Apartment Therapy and Curbly. I live in 
Minneapolis, MN with my husband, Ken, daughter, 
Sylvia, and cat, Gideon. 

Q: When did you realize you had a creative eye?

When I was in 7th grade, I begged my parents to let 
me completely redecorate my bedroom. I’d outgrown 
the pastel heart wall-covering from my earlier years 
and couldn’t wait to put my own stamp on the space. I 
had happily spent hours picking out the perfect shade 
of periwinkle wall paint and bookmarking furniture, 
bedding and window treatments in the monstrously 
thick JCPenney catalog. It was through selecting 
f inishes, space planning and working within my parent’s 
budget that I f irst discovered a penchant for design. 

Q: What inspires you on a daily basis?

I love Instagram for daily inspiration as it’s an 
immediate and accessible way to connect with fellow 
creatives, designers and mamas, and see what they’re 
up to both professionally and behind the scenes. 
Some of my favorite IG accounts are Park & Oak, The 
Merrythought, and Patticake Wagner.

Q: Think back to your childhood. What did you hope 
to become as an adult?

Oddly enough, when I was really litt le, I wanted to be 
a dentist. As I think back though, the main appeal in 
‘playing dentist’ was creating and designing the dental 
off ice fort for accepting patients, so I guess that may 
have been the reason!

Q: Who are your top three creative role models and 
why?

1. Growing up, my grandmother, Annabelle, was one of 
my biggest creative role models. In her day, she was a 
fashion artist for several local department stores back 
before photography was used in print ads, and she’d 
stylistically draw up the store’s newest fashions for 
advertisements in the newspaper. She taught me how 
to draw and she always had art supplies and crafting 
materials around for us to experiment with at her house. 
She genuinely loved to create and she’s a big reason I also 
chose to pursue a creative f ield. 2. Simplicity in any kind 
of design can be one of the hardest thing to achieve, and 
Fran Stone from Fall for DIY has the art of simplicity 
down to a science! She’s a crafting powerhouse whose 
eye for DIY product design goes unmatched in my book, 
and I look forward to seeing what she’s cooking up every 
week. She’s also the brains behind WeMake Collective, 
a craft kit subscription service and one of the kindest 
& hard-working people you’ ll ever meet.  3. Park & Oak 
Design is a Chicago-based design f irm whose emotion-
evoking design aesthetic expertly balances tradition and 
trend. I’m continually inspired by the authenticity and 
attention to detail that comes to life with each project in 
their portfolio. 

Q: Which blog post or project are you most proud of  
and why?

My favorite project to date has been renovating our f irst 
home, a duplex! When we f irst moved in, we updated the 
main part of the home to suit our needs and prepared 
the upstairs apartment to rent out. Some of the projects 
we’ve tackled so far have been renovating both kitchens, 
creating a nursery, paving the backyard patio and adding 
a murphy bed to our off ice. It’s truly been a labor of 
love!

Q: What does being successful mean to you?

I think success is f inding your personal area of strength 
and channeling that strength in a way that challenges 
you and brings about happiness and satisfaction.

Q: You’re a new addition to the crayon box. What 
color would you be and why?

I’d be a super lustrous & glossy brass crayon as no 
project, large or small, is complete without a bit of 
metallic brass accent added in!

Q: Name your favorite ‘90s jam.

Hands down, my favorite 90’s jam is ‘Tearin’ Up My 
Heart’ from N’Sync!

Erin Francois
FRANCOISETMOI.COM   /   @FRANCOISETMOIBLOG

Q: Tell us about your first Mixbook project.

My first project with Mixbook was creating birth 
announcements for our newborn daughter who arrived 
in February. I had a simple, but specif ic idea in mind for 
our birth announcements and I couldn’t f ind a premade 
template anywhere that f it the bill, so I used Mixbook ’s 
‘Blank Canvas’ tool to design the card completely from 
scratch and I love the way they turned out.

Q: Why did you decide to partner with Mixbook?

As a new mom, I was overwhelmed and sleep deprived, 
but I stil l really wanted to send out birth announcements 
to family and friends. Mixbook ’s customization tools 
make it super fast and easy to design beautiful printed 
goods (I designed them in between my litt le one’s naps). 
They also offer thick, matte card stock and fast printing 
and shipping.

Q: How has working with Mixbook impacted your 
creativity and/or business?

Working with Mixbook allows me to design outside the 
box without restraints and makes it easy to bring those 
crazy ideas I have f loating around in my head to life.

Q: If you’re decor could talk, what would it say about 
you?

My decor would probably tell you that my home is a 
f luid work in progress and that the furniture and décor 
gets moved around weekly, changing and evolving as 
inspiration strikes. Many pieces would tell you they’re 
from around the world, collected during my travels. 
Others are 100+ years old and have been passed down 
through my family or scored at a thrift shop. No matter 
where it may have come from or what style it happens 
to embody, I think it would tell you that I appreciate 
simplicity in design and value function nearly as much 
as form.

Q: What’s your favorite design trend at the moment?

I’m loving the push towards seeking out artisan made 
goods for our homes and emphasizing the value of 
unique pieces made of high quality materials from 
ethical sources. Surrounding ourselves with socially 
conscious pieces different from what is available on the 
mass market is, in my opinion, a new way of defining 
luxury.
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Q: Tell us about yourself.

Hi, I’m Jeran. I’m the blogger behind Oleander + Palm. 
My blog is a lot of design and DIY, but it’s also much 
more. It’s really just all the things I love. I’m a mom 
to three great kids and married to a real life biology 
nerd. I grew up in Papua New Guinea and I believe this 
important detail explains a lot things about me. I was 
raised by two makers and so I think I’ve always been a 
maker and a doer. I’d much rather spend my weekend 
tackling a project than sitting around reading a book; 
it’s just how I’m wired.  

Q: When did you realize you had a creative eye?

I think I’ve always been drawn to making. As a kid I 
learned to sew, and in high school I made clothes so that 
I would have something different from everyone else. As 
an adult, I started to get compliments on our home and 
how it looked and felt. Friends started asking for advice 
or help, and I f igured out along the way that I really 
liked helping others create comfortable, interesting 
spaces.  

Q: What inspires you on a daily basis?

Nature and travel would have to be my biggest sources 
of inspiration. A walk in my neighborhood, a weekend 
camping trip or a trip to a foreign place all definitely 
fuel me. I also love to go thrifting and antiquing. I love 
the hunt and never knowing what you’ ll f ind. It’s fun 
to take a vintage design or pattern and give it a modern 
twist. 

Q: Think back to your childhood. What did you hope 
to become as an adult?

In high school I hoped to do interior design, and even 
my first year of college, I was working towards that. But, 
I also wanted to live overseas, so I switched my major 
to Elementary Education, because it felt like a more 
practical degree.  

Q: Who are your top three creative role models and 
why?

I love everything Nate Berkus touches. My design 
aesthetic is not very feminine, so I’m drawn to his 
neutrals, geometric patterns and global tastes. I’ve 
recently become a huge Josef Frank fan. He had such a 
broad range of design. His botanical block prints and 
classic, clean lined chairs will always have my heart. And 
my long time blogger crush is Brittni of Paper & Stitch. 
She has such a great eye for color combinations and 
creates the prettiest modern spaces.  

Q: Which blog post or project are you most proud of  
and why?

That’s a hard question. I think, as a creative person, 
I’m never fully satisf ied with a project. I always see 
the potential for improvement. But, I do love shooting 
and then sharing room reveals. A whole room usually 
has so much work and time invested in it, so seeing a 
f inished space always makes me happy. Most recently, 
we renovated a litt le room attached to our garage 
into a guesthouse. I’m really proud of that space. The 
guesthouse bathroom might be my all time favorite 
room. I took a real bold risk and installed very graphic, 
busy tile on the f loor and up the walls. I’m so glad I did 
it; it really makes the space so modern and playful. 

Q: What does being successful mean to you?

Well, it’s definitely nice to be able to pay your bills and, 
of course, be able to afford to travel. But, really I just 
want to be happy and enjoy what I’m doing. That’s why 
I am a blogger and not a teacher right now. I love what I 
get to do everyday!  

Q: You’re a new addition to the crayon box. What 
color would you be and why?

Always GREEN. I’m a redhead and so I think I’m 
naturally drawn to any shade of green. Green always 
feels alive and vibrant-it’s the color of life and growth.

Q: Name your favorite ‘90s jam.

Definitely Michael Jackson’s “Black or White.” The 
music video was the best! The faces changing blew my 
mind.

Q: Tell us about your first Mixbook project.

My first project was a calendar. I have a fun Mocktail 
(drinks the whole family can enjoy) series on my blog. 
I wanted to take some of those recipes and pictures and 
turn them into something a litt le more tangible. During 
the holidays, I’m always looking for a unique gift idea, 
and this was a perfect litt le gift for hostesses, teachers, 
and neighbors.

Jeran McConnel
OLEANDERANDPALM .COM   /   @OLEANDERANDPALM

Q: Why did you decide to partner with Mixbook?

I liked Mixbook ’s no-fuss, clean, simple designs. I really 
just wanted my photographs to have a place to shine. 
Their large square calendars were perfect, the format 
had lots of f lexibility and generous print space. Their 
calendars are not only pretty, they are actually very 
useable. They have large squares for each day of the 
week, so that you can add events, appointments and help 
keep your family organized.

Q: How has working with Mixbook impacted your 
creativity and/or business?

After I created my first calendar with my mocktail 
recipes and photographs, I saw the possibility of have my 
content live “off line” and in print form. It was exciting 
to see my work in print and has pushed me to take this a 
step further and possibly self-publish my own Mocktail 
Recipe Book.

Q: If you’re decor could talk, what would it say about 
you?

I think it would say that I have traveled the world and 
that I love having people in my home.

Q: What’s your favorite design trend at the moment?

I love all the bold, geometric patterned cement and 
ceramic tile. I’d love to do a bold black and white pattern 
in our kitchen at some point. 
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Q: Tell us about yourself.

I’m the Founder and Creative Director of Amy 
Tangerine. The company has been a lot of things from 
a styling and production company to a t-shirt line and 
a scrapbooking line, just to name a few. This January, I 
released my self-published book called Craft a Life You 
Love.   

Q: When did you realize you had a creative eye?

I’ve been crafty ever since I can remember. In grade 
school I made friendship bracelets, tie dyed t-shirts, 
and enjoyed the art classes offered at school. Clearly I 
grew up in the 80’s! My parents encouraged creativity in 
different forms.  

Q: What inspires you on a daily basis?

I’m inspired by the world around me. It could be as 
simple as the way the silhouette of the palm trees outside 
sway and dance to something my son says or draws. I’m 
also deeply inspired by positive people and the stories 
they tell. 

Q: Think back to your childhood. What did you hope 
to become as an adult?

The funny thing is that I wanted to be everything from 
an orthodontist to a banker to a teacher. I also remember 
wanting to start my own magazine and have my own 
boutique. Now, as an adult, I always say that if what I’m 
doing isn’t working and making me happy, then I would 
want to be an esthetician or work with non-profits.
 

Q: Who are your top three creative role models and 
why?

Casey Neistat for his drive and beautifully shot videos 
and storytelling. I also admire so many creative women 
who are out there making things and making things 
happen. There are just too many to name, but I am sure 
you know some of these types of people -- the ones who 
are the dreamers AND the doers.   

Q: Which blog post or project are you most proud of  
and why?

I think I am proud of my YouTube journey. I had 2000 
subscribers in 2015 and now there are over 40K. It 
used to not feel natural talking to a camera lens, but 
interacting with an audience from around the world 
with common interests has been so rewarding and fun. 
It was scary at f irst, but I am proud to say that I have 
consistently posted once video a week. I think that’s 
one of the hardest things is f inding a way to make it 
sustainable. I tend to get bored of certain things, but 
making the videos and reading the comments has 
opened up a whole new view on what I share and the 
impact it makes on others. You never know who you’re 
going to inspire. I’m also really proud of my book. I 
poured my heart and soul into it and invested in an 
amazing team of people--an editor, a cover designer and 
an interior designer. I took a big chance self-publishing, 
but I am so grateful to have had that experience. Oh 
and my book got picked up by Abrams, which is super 
exciting.  

Q: What does being successful mean to you?

This is something I often think about, and I think the 
definition has evolved and changed throughout the 
years. The common theme around it though is that to me 
success means happiness and fulf il lment and the ability 
to share that with others.   

Q: You’re a new addition to the crayon box. What 
color would you be and why?

Tangerine Dream—it would be a sunny yellowish 
orange--like the perfect, dreamiest sunset over the 
ocean. You’d be able to achieve an ombre effect every 
time you put it down on paper. Because how cool would 
that be?! 

Q: Name your favorite ‘90s jam.

“To Be With You” by Mr. Big

Q: Tell us about your first Mixbook project.

It was a collection of f ive everyday cards with my brush 
lettering and f lowers. It was really cool seeing my 
writing layered on top of people’s memories.

Q: Why did you decide to partner with Mixbook?

Mixbook offers a wide range of quality photo products. 
I was excited to work with them to create something I 
hadn’t seen before. We made the elements look like they 
were painted right onto the cards with white watercolors. 

Amy Tangerine
AMY TANGERINE .COM   /   @AMY TANGERINE

Q: How has working with Mixbook impacted your 
creativity and/or business?

There are a lot of different aspects to my business, so it’s 
nice to be able to have a partner be able to take an idea 
from your head and make it something you can hold in 
your hands. When I attended Alt Summit I was part of 
the Mixbook booth doing hand lettering live. It was fun 
being able to meet creatives and write something for 
them right then and there.

Q: What do you consider good design?

Good design is when something is aesthetically pleasing 
and evokes a positive emotion. It’s something I have 
trouble describing, but I know it when I see it, and I am 
sure you do too.

Q: Tell us your first step in your design process.

My first step is usually just getting something down 
on paper. Then, without too much hesitation, diving 
right in. I am not that great with structure—I am much 
better at going with the f low and seeing where that takes 
things.

Ready to create with us? Contact Mixbook directly at social@mixbook.com  
to learn more about our design and influencer opportunities.  

Beautiful hand lettered piece on the next page is by Amy Tangerine.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANN-MARIE ESPINOZA
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Working harder than ever but feel like you’re accomplishing less?
Is your morning routine anything but sane?

Is your deepest sense of calm found in the bathroom with the door locked?
Do you check social media more than five times per day? Per hour?

It doesn’t have to be that way- You can create your calm!
Author, speaker, and nonprofit founder Nicole Johnson has been there too. She knows 

the feeling of drowning in a crazy busy life, taking care of her family as well as running her own 
organization.  In her latest book, Creating Calm in the Center of Crazy, Nicole provides a voice 

of possibility and peace for women seeking to find a calm spiritual center in 
a crazy, runaway world.

If you’re ready for something more than days of relentless busy, take a journey with 
Nicole and find the way to some true calm in center of crazy.

“With unusual candor, humor and insight, Nicole Johnson shows women how to experience inner 
peace, joy and sanity in the “center of their crazy.” She offers practical tools for thriving and finding 

calm amid a chaotic schedule, home life and career.”
–DOREE DONALDSON, Convoy: Women, Director

“Nicole has an ability to enter into tough places and connect us to light and hope. 
Thanks Nicole for doing it again.”

–DR. HENRY CLOUD, author, Power of The Other

AVAILABLE Everywhere Books Are Sold. 
#CreatingCalmBook

Create Your Calm

ORDER TODAY and Receive the BONUS 
Creating Calm Discussion Guide! bit.ly/CreatingCalmBook

From the moment a woman wakes until she falls, exhausted, on her pillow, one 
question plagues her at every turn: Am I enough?  We fear the answer is “No.”  The 
pressure to do more, be more has never been more intense- but somehow the ac-

complishments never add up.  And so we’re on to the next, always in search of the 
day we’ll have earned it- the day we’ll finally be enough. But, you already are.

With raw personal stories, I Am by Michele Cushatt gives you an empowering new 
narrative to refuse the rollercoaster ride of others’ opinions, stop agonizing over past 

regrets, and leave insecurity and temporary fixes behind.

“When it comes to women in leadership and business, Michele Cushatt is one-of-a-kind. She not only has the 
wisdom, experience, and skills necessary to succeed in business, she also has the commitment to do it without 
sacrificing what matters most. If you’re looking for a mentor who walks her talk and can help you achieve 

your most important goals, Michele should be at the top of your list.”
–MICHAEL HYATT, New York Times Best Selling Author and President of Michael Hyatt & Co.

“On the pages of I Am you will find you are wanted, heard, healed, enough, safe, and that you belong. 
You will not close this book the same as when you started.”

— LYSA TERKEURST, New York Times bestselling author and president of Proverbs 31 Ministries

AVAILABLE Everywhere Books Are Sold. 
#IAmBook

You Are Enough

ORDER TODAY! Connect with Michele at MicheleCushatt.com
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Blogalicious Weekend 2016 embodied our “Content Is 
Life” theme all the way from the pre-conference Virtual 
Happy Hour to our Dove Rooftop Dance Party to our KIA 
City Tour Ride-n-Drives to our closing brunch. 

Chris Rock recently said, “A boring life makes for 
horrible content.” It reminded us of something that Tsh 
Oxenreider of The Art of Simple said at the Blissdom 
Conference some years ago, “If you want your blog to be 
interesting, you must live an interesting life.” The charge 
was clear: live a life f il led with experiences and inspiration, 
and the content will f low. This philosophy was the 
inspiration for our 2016 conference theme. We wanted to 
celebrate our community’s focus on creativity and content 
by bringing their experiences to life through projects such 
as subscription boxes, personalized stock photos, artwork, 
video, podcasts and more. 

Our event was hosted in Atlanta in November at the 
Grand Hyatt. About 400 social inf luencers and bloggers 
took part. We welcomed Dove, Coca-Cola and KIA as our 
Title Sponsors with myriad of other brands including: Jack 
Daniel ’s, Vaseline, AARP, Wells Fargo, Hasbro, Change the 
Cycle, Domain.ME, Flipboard, IZEA, Love Always YJE, 
Phonetic Eyewear, Positive Images, and News Republic to 
name a few. 

Blogalicious Weekend 2016 consisted of two days of 
keynote presentations, breakout sessions, workshops, 
events, activities, a sponsor exhibitor hall, and sponsor 
hospitality suites, in addition to a VIP Mastermind Day and 
Early Bird Sessions. Our hashtag, #Blogalicious8 trended 
for three days in a row (and for the 8th year in a row) with 
82.5M Twitter impressions and spanned 1.6K Instagram 
posts by the time the conference ended… whew… what a 
weekend!

But all that’s just a drop in the bucket compared to the 
next Blogalicious Weekend experience, which will be held 
at the Hilton Downtown Miami from November 5th – 8th. 
You don’t want to miss it… find out why here:  
www.beblogalicious.com. 

Blogalicious
BEBLOGALICIOUS.COM   /   @BEBLOGALICIOUS

PHOTOGRAPHY BY REESE BL AND
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Create

Cultivate
CREATECULTIVATE .COM   /   @CREATECULTIVATE

3 THINGS I  LE ARNED FROM

by Brooke Saxon-Spencer 

Create & Cultivate is the fastest growing 
online platform and off line conference for 
women looking to create and cultivate the 
career of their dreams.

Create & Cultivate is…a 365 day 
conversation around entrepreneurship and 
being a woman in the modern digital world. 
They gather the next generation of curious 
creatives, entrepreneurs and bosses to spark 
conversation around the topics they are 
passionate about, from inf luencer marketing 
and brand building to raising money.  

At Create & Cultivate you are destined to 
meet other talented, like-minded creatives, 
all while learning tips and tricks from some 
of the best in the business. Attendees get 
access to a highly curated, impactful one-
day program of workshops, mentor sessions, 
and panels, as well as delicious cocktails, 
food, pop-up shops, photo booths, gift bags, 
and more.

Create & Cultivate attendees come 
to feel inspired, enhance their business, 
drink killer cocktails, and cultivate new 
friendships in an amazing and beautiful 
environment!  Create & Cultivate has taken 
place in Brooklyn, Montauk, Los Angeles, 
Palm Springs, Portland, Chicago, Dallas, 
Atlanta and continues three times a year, 
nationwide. 

Past speakers include Chelsea Handler, 
Jessica Alba, Rachel Zoe, Hillary Kerr and 
Katherine Power of Who What Wear, Julie 
Rice and Elizabeth Cutler of SoulCycle, 
Emily Schuman, Garance Doré, Hannah 
Bronfman, Rachel Parcell, Emily Weiss, 
Aimee Song, Chriselle Lim, Jen Gotch, 
Orlando Soria, Geri Hirsch, Peter Rojas, 
Amanda de Cadenet, Julianne Hough, 
Whitney Port, Soraya Darabi, Studio DIY 
and many more.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLEY RAYE PHOTO
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THE DETAILS MATTER
 

When you gather a group of 
creatives, the details count. Create 
& Cultivate did not disappoint. We 
drove up to see a large “Create & 
Cultivate” sign atop the art gallery 
building that was hosting the event. 
There was no doubt we we were in 
the right place.

Crossing the threshold where 
the words “Create & Cultivate” 
were adhered to the f loor, you 
faced a “Create & Caffeinate” bar 
serving cold brew coffee. There 
was a red VW photo bus inside for 
snapshots, a full gallery of pop-up 
shops (which were all fully decked 
out, by the way—no simple folding 
tables here!), and a “Beauty Room” 
where one could get their hair, 
nails or makeup done, get a hand 
or body massage or just meander 
to see the great products represented. 
There were also several seating areas 
staged throughout the venue with sofas, 
chairs, tables, rugs, etc… where you 
could comfortably sit and chat.

The event spilled out the back of 
the building’s loading dock, which was 
wide open to expose the Second Stage 
as well as a large set-up of picnic tables, 
a bar and several more pop-up shops 
and photo opp backdrops. (Ummm… 
Kendra Scott outdid themselves with 
their decked out airstream and Erin 
Condren’s booth lit up the whole 
event).

The stages were the most 
breathtaking focal points of the décor. 
The Main Stage had a white backdrop 

loaded with greenery and a “Create 
& Cultivate” sign. On the stage for 
the panelists were white leather and 
gold, vintage-styled round chairs. The 
audience wasn’t ignored with their own 
snazzy, clear acetate seats. The Second 
Stage, set under a clear-top tent, 
had a gorgeous, rosy-orange balloon 
sculpture across a white wall with a 
bit of greenery poking out here and 
there. The seating for the panel was 
mid-century modern white button-
top, leather chairs. The attendees were 
seated in vintage-style metal chairs.

The details were well attended 
to, to say the least, and it made an 
impression--the attendees were getting 
their money’s worth and the experience 
was important to the host. 

The Atlanta event in 2016 was every bit as spectacular as previous events and 
featured keynote speakers Megan Markle, Sarah Michelle Gellar of Foodstirs, and 
Nicole Richie, among oodles of other amazing women. 

In ref lecting on the experience, I determined there were three things that really 
impacted me about Create & Cultivate and that set this event apart from others:

1
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THE PEOPLE MATTER

You don’t have to work the whole 
room. In fact, with an event this size, 
you can’t work the whole room. But you 
can pick out the people that you want 
to network with and make that time 
matter. 

Not only that, but the people you 
attend the event with matter. If you 
don’t go alone, be strategic together as 
this is how the networking web works, 
and when it works well, it is a beautiful 
thing. Some of the most beautiful 
friendships can be born out of these 
events, and with the ability to keep in 
touch digitally, there is no reason they 
cannot f lourish.

I was fortunate enough to go to the 
event with a friend and I made several 
new friends through her in the process-
-it was like gaining a whole tribe in one 
fell swoop! I also connected with a few 
women from Instagram at the event, 
which is always fun--putting a real-life 
face to an Insta feed. 

Not only is networking important, 
but making friends is important. 
Entrepreneurship can be so lonely. 
Have you heard the phrase, “Find your 
tribe; love them hard?” It’s key to being 
an entrepreneur. Find people who you 
can relate to and who can relate to you. 
Discover relationships that can carry 
you through the hard times and where 
you have the honor of being there for 
someone else when they need it. Events 
such as C&C are ripe with like-minded 
women, offering an ideal opportunity 
to seek out such people. 

When you leave the event, the 
details may fade, and the space will no 
longer matter, but the people will stil l 
be there. It’s always the relationships 
that matter--the people that matter. 
Always. Create & Culitvate curates 
events that promote those relationships. 

2

3

THE SPACE MATTERS

I never realized how much the space 
mattered until there was so much of it 
at this event. When the space is tight, 
I feel like I need to get away. It is not 
necessarily claustrophobic but it’s 
overstimulating. You can’t get to the 
bathroom, you can’t get to the seats, 
you can’t get to the pop-ups, you can’t 
get anywhere without waiting in a line 
or shoving through people. 

Having the room to move around 
and interact is so much more conducive 
for proper networking. This space was 
ideal for the events size offering room 
to move and room to breathe both 
inside and outside. It also helps with 
the volume—it is very hard to talk when 
there are 600 women in one room!

There is something to be said about 
the effect of open physical space, a 
freedom that allows you to breathe 
easier, think more clearly and maybe 
even loosen up a bit.
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S.H.E. 
Summit

by Claudia Chan  
SHESUMMIT.COM   /   @SHESUMMIT

I have been immersed in the community of 
women my whole life, from all-girl schools, to having 
a fearless, entrepreneurial mom, to co-running a 
girlfriend entertainment company called Shecky’s for 
nine years. But in 2010, when I opened my eyes to the 
state of women, I stepped into a new consciousness 
of what it means to be a woman in today’s world. I 
realized the responsibility I have to improve this 
reality and convene other women to do so too. So I 
decided to ditch security and devote all my being to 
creating S.H.E. Globl Media and S.H.E. Summit with 
the mission to supporting women in rising to their 
highest potential while lif ting others in the process.

This year’s 6th annual S.H.E. Summit will be 
an unforgettable, two-day LIVE conference and 
livestream webcast from the 92nd Street Y in New 
York City. My team is devoted to supporting thriving 
leaders, their organizations, and women’s movement 
champions around the world. Our goal for this 
transformative conference is to deliver an experience 
of connection, education and activation like no 
other.

Our attendees and corporate partners are 
entrepreneurial, corporate, nonprofit, transitional, 

and full-time care-giving women who have three 
things in common: they know that we can all do 
better, they are socially impactful, and they see the 
need for greater community and tools to support 
our visions. S.H.E. Summit brings together thought 
leaders and changemakers (like you) to help them 
realize and pursue their potential and purpose. We 
believe that the more you invest in discovering your 
potential, the more you become the leader that the 
world needs you to be. 

Past speakers at the summit  include Kelly 
Clarkson, Sallie Krawcheck, Reshma Saujani, 
Nigel Barker, Gretchen Rubin and Deepak Chopra. 
S.H.E. Summit was named one of the “Top 10 Most 
Innovative Conferences” of 2016 by Inc. Magazine, 
and we hope you’ ll visit our website to sign up for 
our newsletter so you can be the f irst to hear about 
our speakers and 2017 conference updates as we’d 
love to have you be a part of the S.H.E. leadership 
community. If you want to lead in way that is 
authentic, joyful and f inancially empowered, than 
we hope you’ ll join us for our 2017 conference on 
October 19th & 20th. 

“At S.H.E. Summit – 
you will find food for 
your mind, body and 
spirit. The speakers 
were incredible 
and Claudia did 
a fantastic job 
bringing together 
thought leaders from 
various industries. 
I came away with a 
new community of 
sisterhood.”
K ARLYN, FOUNDER OF SISTERTALK

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SARAH LEHBERGER
Claudia Chan is the Founder and CEO of S.H.E. Globl Media Inc., the global leadership 

platform that helps corporations modernize and accelerate their diversity and gender 
equality initiatives. www.shesummit.com
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Creative 
Women’s 

Co.

by Ari Krzyek  
CREATIVEWOMENS.CO   /   @CREATIVEWOMENSCO  

Creative Women’s Co. hosts intimate 
gatherings for creative female entrepreneurs 
to connect with each other on a personal level, 
learn together, and spark collaborations. 

The group meets monthly for brunch 
learning events, cocktails and conversations 
events, and webinar events. Special events 
like styled brunch, panel events, and mentor 
events are hosted occasionally. Excluding the 
webinar and special events, the monthly events 
are each limited to ten women (including the 
host/co-host) in order to create an intimate 
environment, so it’s less like meeting up with 
random professionals but more like seeing 
friends.

The in-person events are currently hosted 
in Chicago and in the Seattle area. While the 
webinar and virtual events are hosted regularly 

for members who are outside of those two cities, 
they also have an open application for other 
creative female entrepreneurs in different cities 
to host and bring Creative Women’s Co. to their 
cities through their website.

Building and fostering genuine relationships 
among creative women entrepreneurs can be 
challenging. At Creative Women’s Co., they 
believe that it all starts at a personal level 
connection. They value intimate networking 
events as ways for us to get to know each 
and every person that attends the events. 
The events are less like meeting up with 
random professionals and more like gathering 
to see friends, learn together and create 
collaborations. 

Ari Krzyzek is the founder of Chykalophia and also created Creative Women’s Co. 
www.chykalophia.com www.creativewomens.co
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The TOGETHER Experience was created purely 
out of a need and as a passion project. This was 
the f irst conference I’ve ever put on and it was 
intimidating to start. I really had no idea what I was 
getting myself into, but it was incredible. I’m so proud 
of myself for just going for it.

The conference was three full days at the luxurious 
Nines Hotel in the heart of Downtown Portland, 
Oregon. We had a total of about 50 attendees from all 
over the U.S., 16 speakers including myself as the host, 
professional headshots by three photographers, plus 
two hands-on workshops which were product styling 
for Instagram and brush calligraphy. There was a lot 
of useful information and a ton of networking. Real 
conversations were born in our breakout sessions, 
and there was so much laughter as well as tears of 
understanding and joy. It was nothing more than pure 
heart being shared throughout the experience.

Our mission was to create a place where bossladies 
can gain education, inspiration, and get support from 
female entrepreneurs in all types of industries and 
at different levels in their businesses so they can feel 
empowered with the freedom to be a successful, self-
employed bosslady, achieving their goals and dreams 
with confidence and courage.

Since the conference, the community has grown, 
and we now have a regular blog where we share guest 
bloggers—including female entrepreneurs who are just 
starting out as well as seasoned professionals--each 
week. We provide inspiration, education and tell the 
real behind-the-scenes stories of what it means to be a 
female entrepreneur right now..

We also launched a podcast which is now available 
on iTunes, and you can hear a new episode each 
Tuesday. We interview women of all levels in their 
business to tell the real, raw and hilarious stories 
of being a bosslady, hosted by myself, Devan, and 
Brianne Dosier of Brightly & Co.

 My new team and I are pushing ourselves to create 
the best in-person and online community we can 
through workshops, monthly meet-ups and more. We 
are already planning for our 2018 experience and will 
be announcing the dates soon. We can’t wait to have 
our alums and new attendees join us next year. It’s 
going to be bigger and better, and we cannot wait! 

“Besides 
building 
professional 
connections 
and personal 
friendships, 
the Together 
Experience 
helped grow 
my confidence 
in being a 
small business 
owner. Being 
around other 
successful female 
entrepreneurs 
made me feel 
like I finally fit 
in somewhere 
in this crazy 
world of owning a 
business.”

A BOSS L ADY EXPERIENCE

by Devan Nichole McCabe
TOGETHER-EXPERIENCE .COM   /   @TOGETHEREXPERIENCE 

KC , VIP E VENT PL ANNING

PHOTOGRAPHY BY K ATIE DESSIN AND STEPHANIE JARSTAD PHOTOGRAPHY
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“It was 
wonderful 
to see people 
brainstorming 
& collaborating, 
and genuinely 
caring about 
each other’s 
businesses.”

ALICIA , SLIG HTLY S TATIONERY

Devan McCabe is the Brand Experience Designer & Strategist behind Nimbi Creative as well as the 
founder of TOGETHER: A Bosslady Community. www.nimbi-creative.com www.together-experience.com
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Blogging

Workshop
The Blogging for Creative Entrepreneurs Workshop was an in-person event that took place on 

April 2nd, 2017 at The Art Factory in Paterson, NJ. The workshop was hosted by Alexandra Peterson 
of Idalia Photography, and it focused on teaching attendees how to build a solid foundation for 
their blog, create a blogging strategy, learn how to get their blog content found online, and get them 
organized, focused, and motivated to reach their blogging goals. Attendees had an opportunity 
to learn, be inspired, network, and immerse themselves in blogging in a positive environment of 
#CommunityOverCompetition. For more information or to sign up for the next workshop, visit 
workshops.idaliaphotography.com. 

FOR CRE ATIVE ENTREPRENEURS

PRESENTER
ALEX ANDRA PETERSON  

OF IDALIA PHOTOGRAPHY  
@IDALIAPHOTOGRAPHY @

BLOGGINGFORPHOTOGRAPHERS

PHOTOGRAPHY 
HEATHER PALECEK PHOTOGRAPHY  

@HPALECEKPHOTOGRAPHY

SPEAKER 
CINNAMON WOLFE   

@CINNAMONWOLFE .CO

ST YLING, FLORALS, CATERING
BOGATH WEDDINGS AND EVENTS

@BOGATHEVENTS

VENUE
THE ART FACTORY  

@ARTFACTORYPATERSON

CALLIGRAPHY 
CAITLIN JANE CALLIGRAPHY 

@CAITLINJANECALLIGRAPHY

SPONSORS

RONYA AND CO.  •  @RONYA ANDCO

SHOWIT  •  @SHOWIT.CO

STOMP SOFTWARE  •  @STOMPSOFTWARE

PBSCO  •  @PHOTOBOOTHSUPPLYCO

PL ANOLY  •  @PL ANOLY

MEET EDGAR  •  @MEETEDGAR

THE BUFFALO COLLECTIVE  •  @THEBUFFALOCOLLECTIVE

TONIC SITE SHOP  •  @TONICSITESHOP

CAMERA BITS  •  @CAMERABITS

PCB HOME  •  @PCBHOME

CAITLIN JANE CALLIGRAPHY  •  @CAITLINJANECALLIGRAPHY

THE SPREADSHEET ALCHEMIST  •  @KRISTISMITHALCHEMY

TWO BRIGHT LIGHTS

TROVE BRANDING CONSULTANTS  •  @TROVEBRANDING

RED OAK WEDDINGS  •  @REDOAKWEDDINGS

17HATS  •  @17HATSHQ

BELONG MAGA ZINE  •  @BELONGMAG

Alex Peterson and her husband Jay are the owners of Idalia Photography. She is also the host of Blogging 
for Creative Entrepreneurs Workshop. www.idaliaphotography.com
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CRE ATE & CULTIVATE
Conference for Entreprenuers in the Digital Space
www.createcultivate.com

THINK CRE ATIVE COLLEC TIVE
COMMUNITY FOR CREATIVES, EDUCATION
www.ThinkCreativeCollective.com

THRIVE CONFERENCE
Conference For Creative Entrepreneurs
www.thrivecreativeevents.com

A .C . E . CRE ATIVE CONFERENCE
a hands on creative conference for wedding creatives
www.acecreativeconferences.com

MOTHERHUS TLE
Content+community for creative mompreneurs
www.motherhustle.com

SNAP!
Conference for Creative Entreprenuers
www.snapconference.com

ALT SUMMIT
Conference for creative entrepreneurs 
and stylish social media influencers.
www.altitudesummit.com

CRE ATIVE AT HE ART CONFERENCE
Conference for female creative entrepreneurs
www.creativeatheartconference.com

INSPIRED RE TRE AT
Retreat Experience for Creative Entreprenuers
www.inspiredtheretreat.com

YELLOW CONFERENCE
For Female Social Entrepreneurs and creatives
www.yellowco.co

Attend Behind the Lens

THE IDENTITÉ COLLEC TIVE

BRANDING BOOTCAMP FOR CREATIVES

www.theidentite.co

CRE ATIVE WOMEN ’ S CONVERSATIONS

Intimate Events for Creative Women Entrepreneurs 

www.creativewomens.co

TO G E THER E XPERIENCE

A BOSSL ADY EXPERIENCE

www.together-experience.com

T WIGY S TO CK

Stock Photography

www.twigyposts.com 

BLINK!

COOLEST, HIPPEST & MOST GENUINE PHOTOGRAPHY 
CONFERENCE YOU WILL EVER AT TEND

www.blinkconference.com

A SHLEIG H BING PHOTO G R APHY 

Photography - Wedding, Lifestyle, Branding 

www.ashleighbingphotography.com

KIMBERLY MURR AY PHOTO G R APHY

Brand, Product, & Styled Stock Photos

www.kimberlymurray.com

M AUR A CHA MNESS
Product and Brand Photographer
www.maurachamness.com

HAUTE CHO COL ATE
Styled stock photography for women entrepreneurs
www.hautechocolate.ca

HANNAH G ARVIN
Photography, Art Direction, Styling + Content Creation
www.hannahgarvin.com

CONFIDENCE CON

Women’s Empowerment Conference

www.confidencecon.com

CRE ATIVE AT HE ART CONFERENCE 

Conference / Education for Creatives

www.creativeatheartconference.com

Community

THE SAV V Y COMMUNIT Y
WHERE FEMALE ENTREPRENEURS CREATE, 

CONNECT, COMMUNICATE + COLL ABORATE.
www.thesavvycommunity.com

THE COLLEC TIVE (OF US)
An Online Accelerator for Women Entrepreneurs 

www.cyndiespiegel.com

THE IMPERFEC T BOSS
a social media movement 
www.theimperfectboss.com

http://www.createcultivate.com
http://www.ThinkCreativeCollective.com
http://thrivecreativeevevnts.com
http://acecreativeconferences.com
http://www.motherhustle.com
http://snapconference.com
http://altitudesummit.com
http://creativeatheartconference.com
http://inspiredtheretreat.com
http://yellowco.co
http://www.theidentite.co
http://www.creativewomens.co
http://www.together-experience.com
http://www.twigyposts.com
http://www.blinkconference.com
http://www.ashleighbingphotography.com
http://www.kimberlymurray.com
http://maurachamness.com
http://www.hautechocolate.ca
http://www.hannahgarvin.com
http://www.confidencecon.com
http://www.creativeatheartconference.com
http://thesavvycommunity.com
http://cyndiespiegel.com
http://theimperfectboss.com
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Design

Community Designcontinued continued

THINK CRE ATIVE  COLLEC TIVE

LEARN | GROW | OPTIMIZE | INSPIRE

www.ThinkCreativeCollective.com

THE CONFIDENT L ADIES CLUB

Join our free community for lady bosses!

www.facebook.com/groups/KateCrocco

LOVELY LIT TLE DESIG N CO
Branding, Web Design & Wedding Stationery
www.lovelylittledesignco.com

RED VELVE T INK

Branding + Web Design | Graphic Design

www.redvelvetink.com

HARPER M AVEN DESIG N

Artisan Brand Design for Creatives

www.harpermavendesign.com

THE EMM AROSE AG ENC Y 
A luxury branding f irm for creative entrepreneurs & 

influencers that focuses on graphic design and styling. 
theemmaroseagency.com

THE IDENTITÉ COLLEC TIVE

BRAND + WEB DESIGN

www.theidentite.co

PIXEL PERFEC T LIBR ARY
Saving you time on graphic design.
www.PixelperfectLibrary.com

C&V

Enviable, Intimate brand design for daring business 
owners with heart

www.ceeandvee.com

HELLO WORLD PAPER CO.

Enviable, Intimate brand design for daring 
business owners with heart
www.helloworldpaperco.com

CHYK ALOPHIA
Branding, Graphic Design,  

Web Design + Development
www.chykalophia.com

J ESS CRE ATIVES

Graphic and Web Design

www.jesscreatives.com

M ARKON BR ANDS

Branding | Design | Web | Social | PR

markonbrands.com

NIMBI CRE ATIVE S TUDIOS
Unique Small Business Branding, Web Design,  
Client Gifts & Printing Services
www.nimbi-creative.com

KRIS TIE KEE VER
Brand strategy, design, web
www.kristiekeever.com

HAUTE CHO COL ATE
Styled stock photography for women entrepreneurs
www.hautechocolate.ca

HOLLY ME YER DESIG N
Branding, Web Design + Consulting
www.hollymeyerdesign.com

LISA CRON DESIG N
Graphic Design, Branding & Stationery
lisacron.design

http://www.thinkcreativecollective.com
http://facebook.com/groups/KateCrocco
http://www.lovelylittledesignco.com
http://www.redvelvetink.com
http://harpermavendesign.com
http://theemmaroseagency.com
http://theidentite.co
http://www.PixelperfectLibrary.com
http://www.ceeandvee.com
http://helloworldpaperco.com
http://chykalophia.com
http://jesscreatives.com
http://markonbrands.com
http://nimbi-creative.com
http://kristiekeever.com
http://hautechocolate.ca
http://hollymeyerdesign.com
http://lisacron.design
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Develop Learn

THINK CRE ATIVE  COLLEC TIVE

COMMUNIT Y FOR CREATIVES, EDUCATION

www.ThinkCreativeCollective.com

HIL ARY HARTLING PERSONAL BR ANDING

Branding Strategist & Coach for Creative Entrepreneurs

www.hilaryhartling.com

REINA + CO.
Life + Biz Success Coaching
www.reinaandco.com

MERC Y B PUBLIC ATIONS
Author, Ghostwriter, Publisher & Screenwriter
www.MercyBCarruthers.com

K AT SCHMOYER 
Education for Creative Boss Ladies
www.katschmoyer.com

K ATE CRO CCO
Confidence + Mindset Coaching  
for Lady Bosses
www.katecrocco.com

CRE ATIVE AT HE ART CONFERENCE
Conference / Education for Creatives
www.creativeatheartconference.com

BLO GG ING YOUR WAY
E-courses for bloggers by bloggers
www.bloggingyourway.com

DANNIE FOUNTAIN
Strategist. Author. Educator.
www.danniefountain.com

WHOLESALE FOR CRE ATIVES
Consulting + Strategy for Product  
Based Businesses

www.wholesale4creatives.com

Carolyn Keating
WHOLESALE FOR CREATIVES

YES SUPPLY COLLEC TIVE
MENTORSHIP FOR FEMALE  
ENTREPRENEURS
www.yessupply.co/collective

D OMINIQUE ANDERS COACHING 
Business & lifestyle coaching to help creatives 
focus and take action on their projects. 
www.domanders.com

MOSAIC CRE ATION
Coaching and advising for business leaders and 
managers in developing a thriving work-world. 
Advisor on building an employee owned business.
www.alifeinmosaic.com

ORGANIZE YOUR FREAKIN’ LIFE

TRELLO FOR BUSINESS

TrelloForBusiness.com
K AT SCHMOYER 
Education for Creative Boss Ladies
www.katschmoyer.com

Listen

J ESS CRE ATIVES P OD C A S T

Highlighting business lessons and journeys

www.jesscreatives.com/podcast

CRE ATIVE EMPIRE P OD C A S T
Podcast for Creative Entrepreneurs
www.creativeempire.co

THE S TR ATEGY HOUR P OD C A S T

BUSINESS GROWTH & ACTIONABLE TIPS

TheStrategyHour.com

STRATEGY

P O D C A S T
HOUR

Tools & Support

THINK CRE ATIVE  COLLEC TIVE

COMMUNIT Y FOR CREATIVES, EDUCATION

www.ThinkCreativeCollective.com

ULTIM ATE LIFES T YLE ENTERPRISES

The Success Journal / $69

www.Staciasuccessjournal.com

106 B E L O N G - M A G . C O M   /   I S S U E  F I V E

PL ANNERS

Belong Market Guide

The Success Journal
$69

staciasuccessjournal.com

The To Do List Planner by She Plans
$56

www.sheplans.com

2017 Classic Planner, By Horacio Printing 
$37.50

www.horacioprinting.com 

2017 Refresh Weekly Planner
$39.95

jlynndesignery.com

The Collegiate Daybook
$35

www.rachelrosaliedesign.com

http://thinkcreativecollective.com
http://www.hilaryhartling.com
http://reinaandco.com
http://www.MercyBCarruthers.com
http://katschmoyer.com
http://katecrocco.com
http://www.creativeatheartconference.com
http://www.bloggingyourway.com
http://danniefountain.com
http://www.wholesale4creatives.com
http://yessupply.co/collective
http://domanders.com
http://www.alifeinmosaic.com
http://TrelloForBusiness.com
http://trelloforbusiness.com
http://katschmoyer.com
http://jesscreatives.com/podcast
http://creativeempire.co
http://thestrategyhour.com
http://thinkcreativecollective.com
http://www.Staciasuccessjournal.com
http://Staciasuccessjournal.com
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Tools & Support

about the 
artist

Ilana Griffo
Owner of Sugar & Type

Ilana Griffo is a graphic designer and illustrator in Upstate New York. She’s the 
founder of Sugar & Type, a line of paper goods determined to keep you putting your 

best foot forward. Ilana believes in eating dessert first, and snuggling a fluffy dog daily. 

FOLLOW IL ANA AT:
SUGARANDT YPE.COM

@SUGARANDT YPE

COMM
U NIT Y

Web

WORDPRESS BARIS TA
Geeky girlfriends at your service! One-time, one on one, 
or monthly service available. As low as $35.
www.wpbarista.com

VIRTUAL CO O
Accounting, Project Management, HR,  
Process Improvement
www.virtualcoosolutions.com

PL ANN
INSTAGRAM VISUAL DESIGNER  
AND SCHEDULER APP
www.plannthat.com

HOLLY ME YER DESIG N
Branding, Web Design + Consulting
www.hollymeyerdesign.com

CHYK ALOPHIA
Branding, Graphic Design, Web Design + Development
www.chykalophia.com

SWEE T HORIZON S TUDIO

Web Design and Development, Wordpress Themes

www.sweethorizonstudio.com

DUBSAD O

Client Managment Software for Creatives and Entrepreneurs

www.dubsado.com

VERIT Y & CO.

Web designer & brand strategist

www.verityandco.com

ANNE T TE S TEPANIAN
Lawyer for Creatives + Entrepreneurs
www.annettestepanian.com

THE CRE ATIVE ’ S CFO
CPA + Money Coach for Creatives
www.thecreativescfo.com

WORDPRESS BARIS TA
Geeky girlfriends at your service! One-time, one on one, or 
monthly service available. As low as $35.
www.wpbarista.com

continued

http://www.wpbarista.com
http://virtualcoosolutions.com
http://plannthat.com
createcultivate.com
http://chykalophia.com
http://sweethorizonstudio.com
http://www.dubsado.com
http://www.verityandco.com
http://www.annettestepanian.com
http://www.annettestepanian.com
http://www.wpbarista.com
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